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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GUTDE 
A. IDENTIFICATION
 
Program Name - Grodins (Respiratory Control Model) 
Programmer's Name - Marks, Archer 
Programmer Contact - V. J. Marks or G. T. Archer, GE/TSS, Houston 
Date of Issue - 9/6/74 
B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The purpose of this model is to illustrate the transient and steady-state 
responses of the respiratory control system, for variations in volumetric
 
fractions of inspired gases and special system parameters. The program
 
contains the capability to change workload.
 
The program is based on Grodins' respiratory control model and can be
 
envisioned as a feedback control system comprised of a "plant" (the con­
trolled system) and the regulating component (controlling system). The
 
controlled system is partitioned into 3 compartments corresponding to
 




C. USAGE AND RESTRICTIONS
 
Machine, Operating System, and
 
Compiler Required - Univac 1110, EXEC 8, Fortran
 
Peripheral Equipment Required - Printer, Card Reader, Graphic Terminal 
Approximate Memory Required - 18671 
D. PARTICULAR DESCRIPTION 
See TIR 741-MED-3o47
 
E. DESCRIPTION OF INPUT
 
A Univac UlO file (GR0DIN.) contains the source and relocatables of all
 
the subroutines, the executable program, Batch and Demand data files
 
(GR0DIN.GREDAT and GR0DIN.GR0DATT), and Remote Batch run stream (GR0DIN.
 
RUNB). Runs may require a data file and/or the Remote Batch run stream 




GROBIN. into another file, and make his modifications to this other file.
 
Examples to follow should explain.
 
1. 	 Batch -
The print output will be generated at the 1110 (onsite). 
a. Onsite Batch
 
The run will be in card deck form, and initiated at the 1110. A 
JSC form 588A should be submitted with the card deck. 
(i) 	 Job Stream Cards (Start Col. 1) 
4-Col.61
 
@RUN,/R DBH0LD,7007-Q509-CDB6-G03432,TTPPP NAME SKYLAB
 















(2) Data Cards (See Appendix A for example).
 
Card 	No. Column Format Description
 
1 1-4 A4 	 Blank if Batch Mode. TTYb if Demand Mode.
 
2-49 	 Cards 2-49 are initializing cards for 48
 
variables (See Appendix A).
 
6-20 F15.0 Variable value.
 
26-33 2A4 	 Variable symbol (this is not used in the 
program). 
50-N 	 Cards 50-N are workload cards.
 
1-6 F6.2 Workload (watts).
 
10-15 F6.2 *Run time (mins) for workload
 
N+l 	 *Workload card with time = 0.
 
*Length of computer run is determined when variable on card 16 (maximum length 




The run is initiated from a teletype. The run stream and the 
data are in Univac 1110 files GR0DIN.RUNB and GR0DIN.GR0DAT. 
The data file is the same format as the Onsite Batch data cards. 
The following example shows copying GR0DIN. into another file 
3 
FIlNEW.), modifying the run stream and data files, copying the
 




TTY Input 	 Comments
 
@ASG,CP FILNEW.,F2 	 Catalog a new file named FILNEW.
 
Catalog a new file to put run stream.
@ASG,CP FILRUN.,F2 





GR0DIN. into temporary work file.
@COPY GRDIN.,TPF$. 	 Copy 
To edit run stream.
@EDL RUNB,RUNB 


















or output pages in this run stream.The user might want to change the run time 
To edit the data file.
@ED,L GR9DAT,GRODAT 

The data file is in the same format as Onsite Batch data cards, The user
 
can modify this base data file for his particular run.
 
Copy temporary work file into FILNEW..
@COPY TPF$.,FIIMEW. 

To get 	run stream into FILRUN..




Start Remote Batch execution.
@START 	FILRUN.RUN 

NOTE: 	 After above TTY input, FILNEW. contains the latest run stream and
 
data files. FILNEW. is not a permanent file, but it might be
 
several days before NASA deletes it. The next time the user wants
 
to modify these files, he may substitute the first three TTY inputs
 
with @COPY FILNEW.,TPF$. until FILNEW. is deleted. 
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2. 	Demand (Time-Share) -

The run is initiated from a teletype, and the print'out will be to the
 
teletype. A data file (GR0DIN.GR0DATT) is required to initialize the
 
49 input variables. Workloads are then input by the user via respond­
ing to questions asked by the program. Options are available so all
 
workloads can be input before the program executes, or intermediate
 
results may be requested before continued input. Note following
 














The 	Demand Data File is in the same format as Batch Data File except
 
the first card record contains TTY in first three columns, and the
 
49th card record ends the data file (no workload cards). Card record
 
16 (kaximum length of computer run) and record 40 (time increment for
 
printout) are ignored by the program in the Demand Mode. The user
 
can modify this data file for his particular run.
 
@XQT 	 Execute program.
 
ADD 	DATA... Program request.
 
@ADD GR0DATT 	 User answer.
 
The 	48 input variables will then be printed out.
 
INPUT WORK CARDS... Program 
WORK = WORK LOAD (WATTS)... outputs 
MINS = TnI FOR WORKxLOAD... an 
PRINT = TIME INCREMENT (MINS) FOR PRINTOUT 	 explanation 
EXEC... 	 of parameters

MORE = INPUT MORE BEFORE EXEC... on work
 
RUN = EXEC. WITH ABOVE, THN CAN INPUT AGAIN... card records.
 
STOP = EXEC. WITH ABOVE, THEN STOP...
 
BACK = ERASE PREVIOUS WORK RECORD...
 
WORK MINS PRINT EXEC (F6.2,If,F6.2,IX,F6.2, Prog.asks for work record 
0. 	 .2 .1 MBE IX, A4) User answer.
 
.00 .20 .10 MORE Prog. outputs user in-ut.
 
WORK MS PRINT EXEC (F6.2,IX,F6.2,IX,F6.2, Prog.asks for work record
 
100. 10. .2 RUN 	 IXA) User answer.
 
100.00 10.00 .20RUN 	 Prog.outputs user input.
 
The program executes and outputs the results for the preceding input,
 





WORK MINS PRINT EXEC (F6.2,TX,F6.2,fX,F6.2,fx,A4)...Prog.asks for 
work record 
Etc. 
Until the program finishes executing a work record with an EXEC 
parameter = STOP. 
F. DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT
 
(See Appendix B for Demand example)
 
(See Appendix C for Batch example)
 




ALVEOLAR, ARTERIAL, BRAIN, TISSUE, V BRAIN, and V TISSUE
 
volumetric fractions of CO2, 02, and N2 .
 
ALVEOLAR, ARTERIAL, BRAIN, TISSUE, CSF, V BRAIN, and V TISSUE 
partial pressures of C02, 02, and N2 (mm Hg)
. 

ALVEOLAR, BRAIN, TISSUE, and CSF derivatives of the partial pressures
 
of C02 02' and N2 . (mm Hg)
 
ARTERIAL, BRAIN, TISSUE, CSF, V BRAIN, and V TISSUE
 
hydrogen ion (H-+) concentrations (nanomoles) and pH.
 
ARTERIAL, V BRAIN, and V TISSUE concentrations of Hb0 2 (oxyhemoglobin), 





AB = Lung to brain
 
VB = Brain to lung
 
VT = Tissue to lung
 
AT = Lung to tissue
 
AC = Lung to carotid body
 
VI = Inspired ventilation (liters/min)
 
VE = Expired ventilation (liters/min)
 
Q = Cardiac output (liters/min)
 
FB = Brain blood flow (liters/rain)
 





MINUTE VOLUME (liters/min) 
DEAD SPACE VENTILATION (liters/min) 
HEART RATE (beats/min) 
ARTERIAL VENOUS 02 DIFFERENCE (liters 02/liters blood)
 
DEAD SPACE VOLUME (liters)
 
CHANGE IN WORK LOAD (watts) 
METABOLIC RATE CHANGE OF CO2 AND 02 C0NSUMPTION IN TISSUE 
At termination of a run, the final values for the 2nd thru 15th 
input variables (see Appendix A) are printed out. If the 38th 
input variable (constant involved in controller equation) 
< .00001, it is recalculated and printed at the termination 
of the run. 
G. INTERNAL CHECKS AND EXITS 
1. 	Batch
 
The run terminates when time becomes greater than the 16th input
 
variable (maximum length of computer run), or when a workload card
 
with 0 time is read.
 
2. 	Demand 
Up to 50 work records can be input before letting the program execute. 
If this limit is reached, the program will execute using an EXEC 
parameter = RUN. The EXEC parameter is checked for validity. The run 
terminates when a work record with an EXEC parameter = STOP is finished 
executing. 
H. INDEPENDENT SUBROUTINES 
See 	Appendix E for listing of all subroutines. 
I. SYSTEM SUBROUTINES 
No special system subroutines required. Library File TEK. is required to
 
supply terminal graphic subroutines.
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Appendix A - Data Card Example
 
Appendix B - Demand Example
 
Appendix C - Batch Example
 
Appendix D - Normal Values
 
Appendix E - Program listing
 
APPENDIX A 
INITIALIZING CARDS FOR 
INPUT VARIABLES 
Normal Initial 
Card No. Variable Value Symbol Description 
1 ITTY Blank for Batch Mode. 














Alveolar gas fractions (dry), 










Concentration of gas in brain, 
liters (STPD)/liter brain. 
7 c(6) .00105 CB(N2) 
8 C(7) .61553 CT(C02) Concentration of gas in tissue 
9 C(8) .ool47 CT(02) compartmeht. Liters (STPD)/ 
10 C(9) .00105 CT(N2) liter tissue 
11 C(10) 6.ooooo Q Cardiac output blood flow, 
12 C(I!) .74913 QB liters/min. Cerebral blood 
flow, liters/min. 










ment, mm Hg. 
16 C(15) 4o.ooo TMAX Maximum length of computer 
run, min. 
A workload card with time=0 
will also end a Batch computer 
run. Demand Mode ignores this 
variable. 
17 c(16) 0.0000 CENT Central sensitivity partition. 
SENS PT Weighting of the H+ concentra­
tion in CSF with that of venous 
blood in the brain. With C(16) 
=0, zero weight is given to 
venous blood at level of the 
brain and a weight of one is 
given to H+ concentration in 
CSF. 
18 C(17) .2000 HB Blood oxygen capacity, liters 
(STPD)/liter blood 
19 C(18) .1000 R1 Time constants for cardiac 
20 C(19) .1000 R2 
output response (R1) and cere­
bral blood flow response (R2) 
for changes in blood chemical 
composition. 
21 C(20) 1.1380. 0NT SENS Controller sensitivity weight-
COF ings; i.e., 





Card No. Variable Value Symbol 
Vl = 1.138 CSF(H )+ 1.1540 
(t-'1ao)+ TEBM-V() 
where 
qao = Blood transport delay from 
lung to carotid body, 
V defined in C(37), and 
TERM = function of FA(02). 
23 C(22) 3.0000 KL Volumes of lung (alveoli), brain, 
24 C(23) 1.0000 KB and tissue compartments, liters. 
25 C(24) 39.00000 
26 C(25) .0500 MRB (C02) Metabolic rates by brain, 









Diffusion coefficient for gas 
across "blood-brain", liters(lO)-7 
30 C(29) 2.5240 D (N2) (STPD)/min. per mm Hg. 
31 C(30) 260.0000 B Barometric pressure, mm Hg. 
32 C(31) .0192 Fl (C02) Volumetric fraction of gas (dry 
33 C(32) .7000 Fl (02) inspired), dimensionless 
34 C(33) .2808 Fl (N2) 
35 0(34) .1000 KCSF Volume of cerebrospinal fluid, 
liters 
36 C(35) .0000 T Initial time. 
37 U(36), .0078125 H Size of computer time step, min. 
38 C(37) 87.5500 Vl(N) Constant that is involved in the 
controller equation (See C(21)). 
Determines the normal level of 
alveolar ventilation so that 
PA(C02 ) 40.0 at rest, breathing 
air at sea level. When the con­
troller sensitivity weightings 
are changed Vl(N) should be 
altered accordingly. 
39 C(38) 5.3900 Vl (SS) Value used for normal resting 
alveolar ventilation. This is not 





Card No. Variable Value Symbol Description 
40 C(39) .2500 PRINT AL TIM Output printed in these time 
increments (mins). Demand 
Mode ignores this variable. 
41 c(4o) 0.0000 UNKNOWN Importance related to C (39), 
but doesn't seem to be of any 
real significance. 
42 BC(l) .5470 BHC03 Blood Standard bicarbonate content, 
43 BC(2) .5850 liters C02 (STPD)/liter X, 
44 BC(3- .5850 370 where 
45 BC(4) .5850 
X = Blood, brain, tissue, CSF. 
46 RMT(1) .1820 RMT(C02) Metabolic rates by tissue, 
47 RMT(2) .2150 RMT(02) liters (STPD)/min. 
48 DJ(l) .0000 DJ1 Used in performing Dejours 
experiment (not utilized in 
49 DJ(2) .0000 DJ2 present runs). Brief description 
of Dejours work relating 02 and 
CO2 threshold effects is given 
in Grodins' paper. 
In Demand Mode, the 49th card record ends the data file.
 




Card No. Variable Columns Format Description
 
50-N W0RK2 1-6 F6.2 Workload (watts).
 
DURAT 10-15 F6.2 Run time for workload (mins).
 
The last workload card should have Run Time = 0. Length of computer run
 














*RESPIRATORY CHEMOSTAT -- INPUT DATA* 
1 .1783 .5346 .2871 .6412 .6812
 
F .0011 .6155 .0015 .0011 6.886
 
11 .r491 48.1742 36.6949 61.1717 40,OM
 
16 .0000 .2000 .1000 .1M8 1.1380
 
21 1.1540 3.00W8 1.808o 39.8808 .em5
 
.0500 81.9900 4.3610 2,5249 268.8
 
31 .0192 .7000 .208 .100 o0m
 
36 .0078 87.5500 5.3900 .2500 .0o0 
41 .5470 5850 .5850 .585 
45 .1820 .2150 .000 .00 
DO YOU WANT GRAPHIC INSTEAD OF TABULAR OUTPUT? (Y/N) 
ItPUT WORK RF:DS.. 
WORK= WORK LOAD(WATTS)...
MINS= TIME FOR WORK LOAD...
 
F'RI14T= TIME INCRIMENT(MINS FOR PRINTOUT...
EXEC
MORE= INPUT MORE BEFORE EXEC., .
 
RUN = EXEC WITH ABOUEJTHEN CAN INPUT AGAIN...
 
.STOP=E:4Er. WITH ABOVE THEN STOP...
 
BACK= ERASE PREVIOUS WORK RECORD...
 





HORK LOAD CHG.( .OOWATTS FOR 1.OOMINS) AT .0006NS 
SLiME .OU0GEMINS ALL) RD .8782 RQ DIFF -.8027 
ALLEOLAR ARTERIAL BRAIN TISSUE CSF V BRAIN V TISSUE f:02 	 .1783 .5652 .6412 .6155 .6320 .5998 
02 5346 .2021 .Oe12 .0015 .1352 .1615 
H2 2871 .0010 .0011 .0011 .6611 .8811 
DiER -. 0007 -. 80 .8606 -.0000 
IT .0010 .0002 -. One6 -.0108 
[I .*,-'. -.0003 -.08 -.a 00 .om 
R02 37.9715 37.9715 48.1741 42.7791 48.1742 48.1741 42.7791 
P6)2 113.8677 113.8677 36.6162 46.4015 36.6949 36.6162 46.4015 
F1 12 61.1608 61.1608 61.1888 61.1888 61.1717 61.1888 61.1888 
(H+) 37.6556 42.3511 39.0214 44.0727 42.9989 40.0941 
PH 7.4242 7. 3731 7.4087 7.3558 7.3665 7.3969 
HBC'2 .1985 .1340 .1600 
NcmtIf$APOrwI TIMES
 
AB Ve UT AT AC VI 
.1970 .1114 .5912 .3170 .1877 6.593 
VE Q FB DERIUATIUES 
5 9291 6.000 .7491 .000 .0003 
PESP FREO MIN VOL D.S.VENT HEART R AUO2DF DSVA1. 
12.1685 7.5753 1.5811 66.1070 43.9640 .1519 
-0(GINAL PAGE 14 
OF POOR QUALITY 




*RESPIRATORY CHEMOSTRT - INPUT DATA* 
1 .1783 .5346 .2871 .6412 ..612 
6 .6011 .6155 .0815 .8611 6.80 m 
11 .7491 48.1742 36.6949 61.1717 40.600 
16 .000 .289 .10o .1o 1.13M8 











36 .0078 87.5500 5.3900 .258 .saw8 
41 .5470 .5850 .585 .5M 
45 . 1820 .2158 .809 .om 
>Y





MINS= TIME !FOR WORK LOAD...
 
FRINT= TIME INCRIMENT(MINS )FOR PRINTOUT...E:--'EC 
M-1ORE= I1PUT MORE BEFORE EXEC...
 
PUN = EX-1 WITH vBOVE, THEN CAN INPUT AGAIN...
 
STOP= EEC .WITH ABOVE THEN STOP..
 
BACK= ERASE PREQIOUS WORK RECORD...
 
WORK MINS PRINT EXEC (F6.2IX..FS.2,1X..F6.2,1XA4)...
2, .5 MORE 
.0 2.00 .50MORE 
1-0F. MINS PRINT EXEC (F6.2,1XF6.2,1XF6.2,1X4)... 
'200. 1. .1 MORE 
20 .F'0 1 00 .I0tMORE 
wioF:K MINS PRINT EXEC (F6.2,1XF6.2 1XF621A4)... 
., .5 RUN 
?.0i 00 00 .50RUN 




GRAPHIC OUTPUT( Y,N,S ), TIME INTERALS, STARTX STOPX, (A2,3F5.9). . 
>Y 5. 0. 10. 
PC02 Y SCALE (A4,8X,F4.O,-F6.8)
 
PLOT(Y..N..S') LOC HIGH LOW ...
 
'Y I. ee. 20. 
P02 Y SCALE (A4,8X,F4., 2F6.0) 
"PLOT(YN..S) -LOC HIGH LOW .. 
N) 	 1. 140. 70. 
'WORK2 	 Y SCALE (A4,.8X,F4.,2F6..9) 
PLOT(YN..S) LOC HIGH LOW ...
 
>Y 	 2. 380: 0.
 (H+> Y SCALE (A4,SX,F4.,2F6.0)





>Y 3. 54. 42.
 
vI Y SCALE (A4,8X..F4.0,2F6.8)
 




06 Y SCALE (A4,8,F4.0,2F6.8)
 
PLOT( 	 .N,S) LOC HIGH LOW ...
 
, 4. 2. 0.
 
FREQ Y SCALE (A4,8X,F4.,2F6.8)
 
PLOT&Y 1t.S) LOC HIGH LOW ...
 
>Y 	 5- 50. 0.
 
H)02F Y SCALE (A4 8X,F4., 2F6 .8)
 
PLOT( 7,N.. 5) LOC HIGH LOW
 
Y 	 6. 280. 0. 
'4 
GRODINS RESPIRATORY CONTROL MODEL 
-----
PC02
P'O 80.08 140.00 r----------- ------------- -
- P02 78.00 
- PC02 20.08 
-- ORK2 300.80 




(IA+) 42.08 ' , 




-UI'2DF 200. 00 
---- ~AUO2F .00 
.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.8 10.0 






TIME STOP,<, CAZ.. 3F5.9)..GRAPHIC OUTPUT( Y.,N.. S ).. INTERVALS, STAR, 
>N
 


































































































V BRAIN .6312 
V TISSUE .r992 
TRANSPDRT TIMES --











D E k I V A T I V E S 
-.0059 .0102 -.0043 
.0006 -.0024 -.0000 
.0001 -.0003 -.0000 
.0090 .17t7 -.9675 
VT AT AC *. 
.5913 .3170 .1877 




















































V BRAIN .6321 
V TISSUE .5996 
TRANSPORT TIMES --











0 E R I V A T I V E S 
.0016 .0009 -.0025 
-.0002 -.0000 -.0000 
.0000 -.0000 -.0000 
.0087 -.0002 -.9970 
VT AT AC *0 
.5912 .3169 .1877 













































WORK LOAD CHG.( 40.00WATTS FOR .2SMINSI AT SOOOMINS 































D E R I V A T I v E S 
-.0008 .0020 -.0013 
-.0002 .0000 -.0000 
-.0000 -.0000 -.0000 

















































TRANSPORT TIMES -- AS V6 VT AT AC *. VI vE w Fb DERIVATIVES 
11971 .1'116 91 1 .3169 .1877 s.9726 5,8738 6.UUon .748o .0000 U005 
RESP FREG 10.1710 MINUTE VOLUME 7.5102 DEAD SPACE VENT 1.5870 HEART RATE 66.IO7U 
WORK LOAD CHG.(IO.QOOWATTS FOR .2SMINSI AT .75OOHINS 
CHANGE IN METABOLIC RATES MRCOZ- .4367 MR02 .4963 
TIME .7SDO ALV HQ 1.6623 R DIFF ..7868 
COZ 02 N2 D E R I V A T I V E S PC02 P02 PN2 (8+2 PH HBO2 
ALVEOLAR .Iqs .5788 .2727 .013B .0227 -.036S 31.6311 
ARTERIAL .5283 .2033 .0010 31.6311 
BRAIN .6413 .0010 ,Do0I -.,O'I'24 -.0003 -o'0000 '8.I83q 











CSF .0068 -.6030 -1.0292 48.127R 
V BRAIN .6355 .1217 DoOll 48.L834 
V TISSUE .6071 .1345 .0012 42.8685 
TRANSPORT TIMES -- AS VB VT AT AC *. VI 
*1771 .1200 .5517 .2788 1644 I.6417 


















TIME 1.00O0 ALV NO 1.3762 RQ DIFF -.5007 
C02 02 NZ D E R I V A T I V E S PCO2 P02 PN2 H+) PH $B02 
ALVEOLAR .1536 5774 .2690 .0108 -.0202 .0094 32.7114 
ARTERIAL .5350 .2032 .0010 32.7114 
BRAIN .6379 .0010 .0011 -.0110 .0000 -.0000 47.q443 
TISSUE .6161 .O08 .0012 .0006 -.0005 -.0OOD S2.8917 
CSF -.0820 -.6229 -1,0804 48.1176 
V BRAIN .6323 .1212 .0011 47.4q43 
v TISSUE .6146 .1,052 .0012 q2.8917 
TRANSPORT TIMES -- AB VS VT AT AC *o VI 




















































Normal Variables Values are for conditions:
 
B = 260 rm Hg 
FI(CO2) = .0192 
F (02) = .7000 



































































































































Physiological Computer Normal Physiological Computer Normal 
Variable Variable Value Variable Variable Value 
Ca(H+) CH(1) 37.6549 tvT VT .5912 
CB(H+) CH(2) 42.3514 t1ao AC .1877 
CT(1+) CH(3) 38.0212 VI VI 6.0586 
CCSF(H+ ) CH(4) 44.0728 VE VE 5.9248 
CVB(H+) HVB 43.0032 Q C(10) 6.0000 
CVT(e ) HVT 40.0892 FB C(ii) .749i 
pHa CPH(l) 7.4242 RESP FREQ FREQ 12.1637 
PHCSF PHCSF 7.3558 MINUTE VOL TVNT 7.5723 
pHvB PHFB 7.3665 DEAD SPACE VENT DEADVT 1.5806 
pBVT PHVT . 7.3970 HEART RATE HRATE 66.1070 
PHBRAI N CPH(2) 7.3731 ALVEOLAR RQ RQ .8754 
PHTIsSUE CPH(3) 7.4087 RQ D!FF QF(5) .0001 
AV02DF AV02DF 44.1667 WOK LOAD WORK2 . 
DSVOL DSVOL .1518 MRTCO2 RMT(l) .1820 







DIMENSION C(qO)o XNVqD,2), SV(18,50), VTRAN(I8), RK(I'l,), 
-­1T. -cro-, DOC(qT F A()6 DI is). F(20), VOLIIO) v RMT(2), 
3 2 RC{19, QFt6, TAU{15 CC13) CHB13 1 CHLI'Is CPH13) 
S C CI O) 
6 C ALVEOLAR VOL GAS FUNCTIONS 
7 C 1 FA(C02) 





3 FA (N2 
II C GAS CONCENTRATIONS IN BRAIN. 
12 C q CBCO2 
13 C 5 CB(021 
1 C 6 C8(N2) 
IS C 
16 C GAS CONCENTRATIONS IN IISSUE. 
17 C 7 CTIC02') 
IS C 8 CT(02) 
19 C 9 CTIN2) 
2.. C CARDIAC OUTPUT­
21 C I Q 
22 C CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW. 
23 C II QB 
2U C GAS TENSION IN CSF. 
25 C 12 PCSF(C02) 
76 C 13 PCSF-02) 
27 C Iq PCSF(N2) 
2>3 C 
29 C LENGTH OF SIMULATtON RUN. 
C (THIS IS NOT JSED IN TIy MODE- IN BATCHA AORK CARD wITH 0 TIPE UILL 
31 C ALSO STOP RUN). 
32 C ls IMAX 
33 C NEIGHTING OF H+CONX IN CSF VERSUS VENOUS BLOOD OF BRAIN. 
3C I CENTRAL SESN1 IVITY PARTITION 
35 C RLOOD OXYGEN CAPACITY 
36 C 17 1li ) 
37 C TIME CONSTANTS IN CARDIAC OUTPUT AND CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOl RESPONSES. 
C 8IS RI 
39 C 19 R2 
'1 C CONTROLLER EQUATION SENSITIVITY %EIGHTINGS. 
42 C 2n CENTRAL StNSIIIVITY COEFFICIENI 
443 C 2t CAROTID BODY SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT 
i 5 C VOLUMES OF LUNC,.BRAINAND TISSIJE 
4 s C 2z2 




S 0i C BRAIN KE.A 
 r-O2PH0---PNODUCI
TONe  
51 C PS MRB(CO2)
 
t. KKA1 EAIfr H L C -R AItE u r u 2- lTON 
­
SC-rf P- I I-u 
93 C 26 MRB(02)
 
3 C 1,A5 9IPFU!LUN L-ttr .FU BLOO-RAIN BARRIER. 




 - 2-r-- - - - - ... ... . ... . . .. . . ..-. . . . .... . ... . . . . ...
 






60 C 3in B 
61 C VOL.FRACTION OF 
62 C 31 FI(CO2) 
A3 C 32 FI(02) 
64 C 33 FI(N2) 
C
 
66 C VOL.OF CSF
 
67 C 34 KCSF
 
68 C INITIAL TIME
 







71 C 36 H 
72 C CONTROLLER EQUATION CONSTANT(MAINTAINS RESTING pA(CPIZ APPRO 
73 C 37 
74 C VALUF 
75 C 38 
?6 C OUTPUT 

















g0 C ARTERIAL GAS CONCENTRATIONS Al LUNG EXIT.
 
41 C 1 CA(C021 
92 C 2 CA(02) 
R3 C 3 CAIN?) 
Rq C 
AS C VENOUS GAS CONCENrRATIONS 
6 q CVR(CO2) 
87 C 9 CV8 021 
88 C A CVB(N2) 
89 C 
90 C VENOUS GAS CONCENIRATIONS 
9j C 7 
92 C 8 
93 C 9 
9,4 C 
9r, C CARDIAC 
96 C 10 
97 C CERFRRAL 










BLOOI) FLO . 
Q 
99 C TISSUE RLOOI)'FLOW. 
IO C 12 QT 







7 O-2-- F 3 -W 
Inq C 14 PAt02l 
In5 C 
106 C 15 --
T-UT C TOTAL GAS CONCENTRATIONS AT 
I08 C 16 
109 C TOTAL 
Ito C 17 
I IIC TIME, 
112 C i 
CVB(Cn2) + CVBt02) 

GAS CONCENTRATIONS AT 


















liq C VTRANt.18l 
115 C ARTERIAL GAS CONCENTRAIIONS AT BRAIN ENTRANCE. 
16 C I CA8(C02) * CAICO2)(T - TAB) 
117 C 2 CAB(02) = CA(t2)(T - IAB) 
I18 C 3 CAB(N2) CA(2)(T - TAB) 
,119 C 
121 C VENOUS BKAIN GAS CUNCENTRATION AT LUNG ENTRANCE. 
121 C q CVB(CO2)(T - TVB) 
2- C S CVPAOH)( - TVB) 
123 C 6 CVR(N2)( - .TVb) 
125 C VENOUS TISSUE GAS CONCENTRATION AT LUNG ENTRANCE. 
126 C 7 CVT(C2)(T - TVI) 
127 C a CVT(CO2(T - TV) } 
128 C 9 CVT(N2)(T - IVI) 
129 ,c 
130 C ARTERIAL GAS CONCENTRATIONS AT TISSUE ENTRANCE. 
131 C 10 CAT(C02) CA(C02)(T - TAT) 
1.32 C It CAT(02) = CA(02)(7 - TAT) 
133 C 12 CAT(N2) CA(N2)(T - TAT) 
134 C 





13 CAO(H+) = CA(h*)(T - 1AO) 
ARTERIAL 02 TENSION AT CAROTID BODIES'SIIE. 
138 C 14 PAO(O2I arA(02)(t - lAn) 
139 C ARTERIAL H+ CONCENTRATION AT bRAIN ENTRANCE. 
siC I CAB(H) = CACH()(TA- A) 
1I41 C TOTAL GAS CONCENTRATION FROM bkAIN AT LUNG ENTRANCE. 
-F' C 16 CCVB(C02) + CVB(02) + CVB(N2))(T - TVB) 
143 C TOTAL GAS CnNCENTRATION FROM TISSUE Al LUNG ENTRANCE. 
144 C 17 ICVT(Cr 2) + CV1(02) + CVT(N2))(T - TVI) 
1145 C 
1-7 C FOR O(15) THE SYMBOLS BSBAROMETRIC PRESSURE, 7=WATER VAPOR PRESS* 
lw- - F501R AT MfBIL! U T CO E F F OF-"GffS ­
149 C H=COMPUTER TIME STEP, HBsBLOOD OXYciEN CAPACITY 
I50 C I B - 97 
111 C 2 K AC02 
i,7' C 3 K A02 
153 C ' K AN2 
Ibq C 5 K--AN2 lB - 7) 
55 C A K A02 (B L17 )4 
Ir6 C 7 K AN2 5 - 17) 
157 C a 0.16 + 2.31B) 
158 C 9 86-3/f- 'T) 
159 C 10 0.62 
60 C- It ACSF(C02 
161 C 32 K ACSF(O?) 
162 C 13 K ACSFIN2) 
163 C 1I 26H 
- - 1C5 1,99­
265 C F(20) 
1 6 tLU MP AiiI mtE W-TACAtNSNf IL) trX(VNCj-flTRA-TtUS. 
167 C I PA(02) 
Its t. Al N RLQ.I2 A4LU1I 
169 C 3 PB(021 
i'7fu. t - - AfCIT 7P- tt% 21 . . . ... ... . .... . 
171 C S 
172 C A 
173 C 7 
1764 C a 
175 C 9 
176 C in 

177 C I1 

178 C 12 

179 r 13 
lao c 
181 C PRODUCT 
182 C BARRIER,
 
183 C 1i 

i84 C is 





187 C 1? 





































189 DIMENSION ANB(4,2), 04(4), IDU(2I 
190 COMMON/Z/ C, XNs SV, VIRAN. RK. _SCt DCA POLt. Rutl B.t, F,Cj. ­
19! 1 TAU. CC, HBS, CH, CPHI, DW VE, VI9 CPB, CPT9 CACK, X, Dlt, 
192 2 IRK9 LOC, ITERX, INDEX, It s Pt, N 




19S C ITTY =FLG FOR ITY MODE.
 
196 C 0. OUTPUT TO PRINTE( (BATCh tiODE)
 
197 C 'TTY '= TTY. I/0 AND IST TIME TO SUBROUTINE RCI29
 
198 C I a TTY I/0 AND NOT IST TIME 70 RC1Z. 
199 DATA ITTTY/'TTY 9I
 









2W- 483 FORMAT(OADO DATA...')
 
20 C READ INDICATION 
207 READ(StIBO) 
208 MRO FORMAT(A4) 
209 IF(ITTY .NE. 
210 WRITE(6,90) 




ITTY) 1iTY = 0 
211 90 FORMAT (lH1,1X,37HSRESPIRA1ORY CHEMOSTAT -NPUT DATA*!) 
212 C DATA FOR INITIAL CONDITIONS 
213 DO In I = 10 
214 C 1106 HAS PROBLEM Ah1H END= w SO TI15 ISNT USED TO 
13 C DETFRMINE END OF NUN(NOO CAPAHILIJY 10 START ANOTHER 
216 C MODEL RUN IN SAME COMPUTER RUN). 
218 10 CONTINUE 
219 C ESTABLISH COMPUTER STEP INDEPENDENT OF INPUT DATA. 
22D C(36)=78125E-2 
221 190 FORMAT (SXFIS.OSX,2A4) 
222 00 20 1 =,4l 
223 IP'iO a 1 40 




226 Do 30 I 2 1,2
 
227 READ (5,19u) RMT(I), (XNB(IJ)P,.J 1.2)
 
228 iPn = I + 't' 
229 30 CONTINUE 
231 READ (S,190) 0dM),~ (XNR(Id),.uJ 1,2) 
732 1PJ = + '$6 
233 4n CONTINUF 
2314 C 
235 C OUTPUT INPUT DATA­
236 j a 1 
237 DO 75 1 = I s 8 
238 jx a J + Lj 
p39 WRITE(6,92) j,(C('12)912=J,.JX) 
24O 92 FORMAT(' Vs122X5(f9,q)) 
291 d1 S + 5 
292 75 CONTINUE 
24 3 %RITE(6,92) Jl{BC(50 1)*I 1 
245
2"6 C WRITE(6,921 dJMT(I) ,RT(2) DJl ),DJ(2) 
247 CnI4MON/PLTHUF/NbUFABL)F(!I1) YBUF( 181 ,S) NA(B) oKSTOPpTMAXPKPLT 
248 DATA KY/IHY/ 
249 TMAX=C(1S) 
60 WRITE (602) 
251 q2 FORPAT(/ODDO YOU %ANT 6RAPhIC INSTEAD OF TABULAR OUlpUT? (y./N) e ) 
252 READ (6,4q) KYY 
253 Mq FORMAT(IAI 
254 IF (KYY*EQ.KY) KPLT=I 
2S5 C IF TTY 1/0 MAX.TIM WILL COME FROM %OHK CARD, 
256 IF(ITTY dNd, 0) CU1B) t9999999999. 
257 C 
258 C FI(CO2) 
259 OUMI=C( 31 
260 C FI(02) 
261 0UM2=C(32) 









2/2 AM P SI L, 0 L ( U 0U UtiIZ b 
273 MMM20 
2714 20 1 ON IIbN E 
275 XDS.XDS+XMH
 







281 C INITIAL GUESSES FOR IIERATIVE LOOPS 
282 C AnrERIAL COLUPI RAhIV;N up C02. 
283 CC(l) = 0.6 





























































































































 TISSUE C02 TENSION. 
CPT = SO 0 
IF(XDS.GT.XMI) 60T0202 
C 






C PRINT ALL 

C C(39) = 















C(39-) * .0001 














N a S 
1 Jl I I = 
C SOLUBILITY COEFFICIENTS. 
C AC lj (ALPHA)C029 A(2) (ALPA)02, At3)r (ALPHA)N2. 
C A(q)s (ALPHA)C029 At5) (ALPhA)02, A(6)a (ALPHA)N2 






AtS) = 0.024 
A(6) a 0,013 
C ATM/MMHG CONVEkSION FACTOR. 
SK - 0.00132 
C CARBONIC ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANT. 
CADK = 79.O0 
C VOL(1)-VOL(UO)c VOLUMES USED IN CALCULATION OF VARIABLL TIME 
VOL(I) = 0,015 
VOL(2) = 1.062 
VOL(3) = 018A 
VOL(4) 0.06 












C (METABOLIC RATE OF C02 IN BRAIN + TISSUE.) / SAME FOR 02
 

















NRVUT FACTORS AND-SOLUBILITY COEFFICIeNT.
ER5CONVERSION 
SK*A(I-Ii 





342210 CONT jNUF ORawIn4 tA~1393 C FACTOR USED IN ESTABLISHING CACM6POOR QUALITY 
34(4 0(8) s 0.16 + 2'30CI17) 
3'15 C 
3146 0(9) - 863.0/0(1) 
3147 C FACTOR USED IN ESTABLI5MING C8(C02)1 
3648 oI1o) - 0.62 
349 C MANIPULATION OF COMPUTER TIME STEPO 
350 o[Iq) x C(36)42,0
 






355 CALL RCS (CPB, rM), GI), BCF2) _)
 
356 CALL RC2I (CHB(2)t F(3), F1), C(q),o CH(2). CPH(2))
 
357 CALL RC19 (CPSo CHB(2), CC(2),p BC(1), F(q))
 
3 98 CALL RCS (CPT, F(6), C(7), 8C(3))
 
359 CALL RC21 (CHB(3), f(S), F(6), L(7)) CH(3), CPH(3))
 
360 CALL RCI9 (CPT, CHBI3), CC(3), bC(1), F(6)) 
361 CALL RC20 











368 60 TO 60
 




371 60 CALL RCI3
 
372 CALL RC12 
373 C 
3-14. IFIC(35).GE XMH) GO TO 201 
375 C
 
-- bI F ICI j s-TGTib t-rr5-Tr-nOTO-w---- -- --­
377 IF(CX1.GTC.(15)) G0 80
 
3/a 70 CALL RC14
 
379 UU a AHOD(C(35), D(114))
 













-F"AT T H-I NFNAL VALUES FOR FOLLOGIUG VARIABLES.') 
387 IF (C(37) .T. IOE-S) GO TO 250 
388 220 CTERM tQ Q ........ . .. 
389 IF (VTRAN(14) - 1040) 230s 2i0, 240
 
390 230 CTERM = (2396E-9)liIO9.0 - VTRAN(19))*e099) 
391 240 C(37) = C(20)0(C(I6)*VTRAN(IS) + (1.0 -C(16))*CH()) 
393 I 8 37 
395 250 00 260 1 a I,19 
396 A i tlO,1i921I,)CII t .I) ) *eZ 
397 260 CONTINUE 
-­398 - - IRII t V '-17 .. .... . 
399 WRITE(6,830)" 
aoo 830 FORMA1('ONORMAL TERMATION ) 
dia 301 CONTINUE 
q02 STOP 
403 C 90 FORMAT (1HI'8X37MORESPIRATORY CHEMOSTAT -- INPUT DATA*///) 
410 C 92 FORMAT (q2XI3,IOXFIQ.qtQX2A4) 
COS C 190 FORMA'T (SXFIS*OSX2A6) 
q06 192 FORMAT(# ',t3,2XF1S*5'2X.2Aq) 






7-FIMNSTNCMD-h XNt'O,2)s Ve 18s VIRAN(18), RK*144),
 
3 I SC(I 1,1). D C(4 1 AD(A 9 D(15), F(20), VOL(IO), RIMT(2), 
T -C CWTi-T -Ti TAMUF53T CC F3I-C3, HB-6-(3 -, -CHI) -CP(3),9 
S 3 DQ(4
 
rCMMON/Z/ Cs XN. SV, VYRAN. RK. SCt DC, A, O, Fs VOL, RMT, BC9 QF,
 
7 1 TAU* CC, CHBt CH,, CPH, DQ, VE, VI', CPR, CPT, CADK, X, DT, 
.. .. 2. . . . LC ,s ITE,--,, EX, i -N,­
9 C6969 FORMA(CIH 7HSUB RC3) 
D -- C SF1 IME.DEPENUENI EXPRESSIONS
 
II C TISSUE BLOOD FLOA.
 
QF II = f ( I C(II)
 




is C ARTEPIAL C02 CONCENTRAl ION.
 
6 F(2) -I) C) C1 i
 




19 C (CONV.FACTORSOLUBILI' COEFF.FOR L02) e BRAIN C02 TENSICN.
 
- - -Ff) - D iCPB
 
21 C TISSUE 02 CONCENTRATION_/ (CONV.FACIOROSOLUAILITY COEFF .FOR 02)
 
22 Ft5) - C(S)ID() ... .
 
23 C CCON*VFACTOR.SOLUbILITY COEFF.FOR L02) TISSUE C02 TENSION.
 
24 F(61 = l(2)*CPT
 
25 C ARTERIAL C02 TENSION.
 
26 P(7)=DI C(I) 















2 DIMENSION C(1I) , XNO 2), 5V(18SOh, VRAN(18), RKII~s)
 t
 
3 1_ SL(1t,5) DC(14) A(6)9 DIS), F(20), VoLtIO), RPT(2).
 
2 F](() QF46), TAU1S)1 CCC() CHB(3)o CH('l), CPH(3.), 
5 3 (IU 
A COMMON/Z/ C, XN, 5V, VIRANs RKg SCs DC, A, 0, F, vO, RMr, ec, F,
 
ITAUI CC. CHBI Chts CPHI OW, yEp V 1 - CPft3 tCA D K,31 2 IRK, LO , ITERX, INDEX, I Jo MI N 
9 C ITERATES FOR CC(I)s ARTERIAL CC2 qONCFNTRIO -....--------

ID C69A9 FORMATLIH 7HSUB RC9)
 
11 410 CALL RC2I (CHR(I),F(), F(2), CC(1). CHIF), CPH(l))
 
12 X a (CC(l) - F(2))/D.Ot.Ftl)
 
13 X = RC F I (X)X_1_6 
_ _ _
 
--- C SEE EQUATION 3* !, X.A ACO2) .
 
is X RL ( ) + 0.375L( 7 - CHB(1)) F(2) - D(8) X - I1)
 
16 C CC(C) = CA(C02)
 
17' CALL RC6 (CC())
 
18 CCUj) = CC(I) + 2.04(X - CC())/3.0
 
19 C3000 FORMAT(IH SHCC(1_)SX,EI6.6)
 













I SUBROUTINE RCS (CP. FB, CCH. BHC)
 




! SC(1,5)t OC(191, A(6), D(IS). F(20, VOL(IG). RKT(2),

ilLWgJ,6 W6fTITUE-1'-C-3), CHB(3), CIf(') CPH(3)7
 
5 3 OQ( ) 
6 COMMON/Z/ C, XN, 5VSt VTRAN. RK, SCP DC* At D, Fs VOL. RMT, BC, QF, 
7 1 TAUt CC, CHI CH, CPH, Ds VE, VI, CPg, CPT* CADK, X, OT, 
9 C ITERATES FOR BRAIN AND TISSUE PO2
 
~TW~T469---F A1CIH 7HSUB Rca3) 
11 SID X * (CCB - FBI/(.OOloCP) 
12 X - RCFI (X) 
13 C SEE EQUATION 4.1, X * PB(C021 
-T--- -X 3 -BHC + CCB + D1flO)j(X - O914))/D(2) 
iS C CP : PR((02)
 
17 CP = CP + (A - CP)/10OO 
18 C CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOl'l 
19 FM D(2).CP 
20 -C3000 FORMAY(F ,' iHCP ,E16*6,qHFB= E16.6,SHCCB= EI6,SISHHC& EI6.6)
 













I SUBROUTTNE RC6 (Y)
 
2 DIMENSION CIlO)*,XN('iO,2), SV(189SO, VTRAN 181 , RK(14sq),
 
3 1 SC( 1M.5) , DC(i)q A(6)s O(15) F(20) VOL4IO)i RMT(2)
 
'42 aC4)f, QF(e), TAU(S), CC(3), CHB(3), CH(f0, CPH(3),
 
5 3 r 1 
6 COMMON/Z/ Cs XNs SV, VIRANo RK, 5Ct DC# A, Ds F, VOL, RMT, BC, QF, 
7 I TAU# CC9 CHBs CH, CPH, DQ, VE4s VIq CPA. CT8 CAP_ DA-Laf.T 
8 2 IRKt LOC, IIERXt INDEX, 1, J, M o N 
9 C CHECKS CONVERGENCE OF IIERA7IVE PROCEDURES 
i0 C RC4 : X=CACC02), TsCC(1) 
11 C RCS : X=PB(CO2)I YsCP 0
 
12 c RCt9 : X=CVB(C021i Yp CVC o
 




IS DIFF = ABS ({X - Th/Y)
 
16 IF (DIFF - IOE-BI 620, 6201 630
 










I SUJBROUTINE RC7 
DIMENSION C'(-tOIt XNIO,2)s 2 SV(.8,1,) VTRAN(I8) RK(IIl) 
3 1 5C(lqtSos OCCIQ), AA)s 1(15) F(20), VOL(IOI RMTC2), 
4 2 SC(). QF(61, TAU(S), CC(3), CHB(3,. CHIU4l, CPH(3), 
5 3 0Q () 
6 COMMON/Z/ C, XN, SV, VTRA' s RK, SC* DC, A, D, F, VOL. RMT, 8C, QF, 
7 - I TAUt CCO CH CHO CPH' D(j, VE, VIP CP. CPTs CADK, xTT . 
B 2 IRK, LOC, ITERX, INDEX, I, Jv Mt N 
9 COMMON/R/ XDSXMiCATVtORKoDUMI *DUM2,OUM3,oORK2,RMT8,RMTS2TImEOF .. 
in I ,RMLIN 
II c6969 FORMA( 1M 7HSUB RC7) 
12 C FILLS SV ARRAY RITH INITIAL CONDITIONS 
13 CALL RC16 
PI TFCXDS.GT.XMH) GOTO2 
IS 00 725 I = I,17 
16 00 720 J a 2950 
17 SV(hlo ) SV(Itl) 
18 720 CONTINUE 
19 72S CONTINUE 
2U 2 CONTINUE 
2-1 On 730 -J 2,50 
71-2 5VtlI ,J) SV(IBOJ - 1) - D(1 ) 
23 730 CONTINUE 
2q C30n0 FORMAT(IH ,12HISV 5 D(1q).6(3XEI6*6)/I'H ,6(3XE16.6)/IH ,7(3X,EI 











2 DIMENSION C(40)g Xh(4o,2), SV(lSBQ)v VTRAN(I8), RK(lq,'4)
 
3 1 SC(l $351 DC( 14) * A(6) D((5), F(20)* VOL11O), RMT(2),





6 COMMON/Z/ C, XNi SV, VTRANt RK, SC9 DC, At D, F, VOL. RMT., BC, QF,
 
7 1 TAU, CC, CHB, CH. CPut OQ. VE, VI. CPR. CPT# CAOK. X,-D_,

8 2 IRK, t.C, ITERX, INDEX, Is Js Ms N
 
9 C CALCULATES IRANSPORI TIMES
 
to C EQUATIONS 8.10 THRU 8.19
 
II C6969 FORAT(IH 7HSUB 

12 00 870 1 = 195
 
13 OT a C(35) - SV(18t1)
 
II NO a I
 
is GO TO (810,812s814,816,81019 

16 810 NC a 1-1
 
17 NA a 10
 
1S GO To 820
 
19 812 NC a 10 
_-_-_­
20 NB a II
 
21 
 GO TO 820
 
22 814 NC m 10
 
23 NB a 12
 
2A 60 T0 820
 
25 816 NC a 12
 
26 NB a 10
 





29 820 GA 











35 826 IF 









4 8.32 GA 











860 4 = 192
 






























m DT'(QA + SV(NC9ND))/2.O
 
838 K m NO,49
 
















































(K) 842. 842, 8q6
 
z 5V(NC,1) - GA ­


















60 850 DT f (SV(NCIK+ l) - SQRT (SV(NCK+I) *2 - DV DA/C(36))) (DV/D(jq) 
860 CON T-I N -E­ -­
62 TAUt!) = C(35) - SVI18sK + 1)- DT 
63 870 CONTINUE 
6q RETURN 
890 FON5A (X27H5V AWAY EXCEEDED ON CYCLE 12) 
66 END 
PRTvS RC9 
Ur R ... .B6-6 	O3 32*TPFS.RC9 
I SUBROUTTANE RC9 
2 DIMENSION C('4), XNiIO,2), 5Vllo5D), VTRANSV(18 RKIq5)). 
3 1 SL (1 95)v DC(I4)t A(61?, i|15 F I , V nLi Q)s R F _L2J . 




6 COMMON/Z/ C, XN, 5V9 VTRANs RK, SC. DCt A, 0, F. VOL, RVT, BC, QF,
 
7 	 1 TAUt CC' CHH* CH, CP, Dt VEv V I, CPB CPT CADK 9.X 
. 
a 2 IRK, LOC, ITERX, INDEX, It u. Mo N 
9 C SETS VALUES IN VTRAN ARRAY 
Id C6969 FORMAIiH 7HSUB RC9) 
II DO 960 T a IS 




l9 IF (LOC - 99) 904, 901. 902
 




17 90q XLOC * LOC
 
18 TB = XLOC#DtlI)
 
19 	 OT = TA - t5 
21 910 DO 91Q = 1,3
 
22 C LUNG TO BRAIN C02tO2,N2 TIME DELAYED ARTERIAL CONCENTRATIONS.
 




25 C LUNG TO BRAIN M+ TIME DELAYED ARTERIAL CONCENTRATION,
 
26 VTRAN(IS) = RCF3(13)
 
27 	 GO TO 960
 
28 920 00 921 U = 1,6
 
29 C BRAIN TO LUNG CO2,02,'N2 TIME DELAYED VENOUS CONCENTRATIONS.
 




32 C BRAIN TO ' COMBINED C02,02,N2 TIME DELAYED VENOUS CUNCENTRATIONS,
 
33 	 VTRAN(16) 2 RCF3(16)
 
34 GO TO 960
 
35 930 D0 934 J = 7,9
 
36 C TISSUE TO LUNG C02,02,N2 TIME DELAYED VENOUS CCNCENTRA IOS.
 




39 C TISSUE TO LUNG COMBINED C02,02,N2 lIME DELAYED VENOUS CONCENTRATIONs.
 
40 VTRAN I.. ... ..... 
 . . .
 
41 GO TO 960
 
92 9Q0 DO 994 U 1,3
 
43 C LUNG T0 TISSUE C0202.N2 TIME DELAYED ARTERIAL CONCENTATIONS.
 
'44 	 VTRAN(U+9) = RCF3(­
,s 9q9 CONTINUE
 
'46 Go TO 960
 
47 C LUNG TO CAROTID SITE H+ TIME DELAYED ARTERIAL CONCENTRATION.
 
4 tJ V 0 VTKANI 13) = HCVJI I3I
 
'49 C LUNG TO CAROTID SITE 02 TIME DELAYED ARTERIAL TENSION.
 














I SUBROUTINE RCIO RK(14,6), 
2 DTMENSInN C 4 ), XN 40,2) 9 V 
3 I S(t(I',EJ DC[I4fs A(6). D(1)' (20), VOL(10), RMT(2)s 
4 	 2 FC(q) QF(6), TAb(S), CC(3) CHB(3), CH()1, CPH(3),

5 	 3 Q )
 
6 COMMON/Z/ C, XNt SV, VTRANI RK, SC' DCv A, 	D, F, VOL, RMT, BC, qF,
 
P.A__K.
7 1 TAU, CC# CHB, CH, CPH, OQ, VE, VI C B, CPCXP D.Tj
 
8 2 IRK, LOCs ITERX, INDEX, It J, P. N
 
9 C6969 FORMAT(IH MHSUB RCIO) 
10 C CnMPUTES EMPIRICAL FUNCTIONS FOR ACROJAC OUTPUT AND BRAIN BLOOD 
II C FLOW DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
12 C F(8) > PA(02) 
13 -IF IF(8L -1f _9,.) . ... 008 2 70 10 20 .. 
14 C (DELTA)U (n2) , EQUATION 7.3 
15 1008 DQ(u) = ((-1,0U33E-'SF(B) + 2.92q4E-3)*F(S3 nfl_8S)*F(8Ifl,4.51 
16 C (DELTA)qS(02) i EQUATION 7.9 • 
17 DQ2) t((.65bQE-8*F() - 2.3 2 LIE-S)*F(8) + 2.6P32E-3)*F(8) 
18 1 - 0.1323)*F(8) + 2 185 
19 IF (D0(II)1 1012, 1016, 1016 
20 1012 OQII) = rh.O 
21 O 1 IF tn(Q( )) 10 24, OI(2a 1028 '..
 
22 1020 00(1) = 0.1
 
23 1024 00(2) = 0.0 
24 C F(7) = PA(C02) 
2s 1028 IF (F(7) -o.) 1032, 1032, 1036 
2 6- C 
27 C IF PC02 GT 60 DQ(3) STAYS AT ITS VALUE AT 60 OLD ROUTIKE SETS 
28 C THE VAL WE OF 0-6413) EQUAL T 
29 1032 IF (F(7) - 40.0) 2036, 1040 1010 
30 2036 Dn13)=O. 
31 G0T010qq
 






35 GO To l0911
 
36 C (DELTA)Q(C02) , EQIJAlION 7.5
 
37 IOq0 D (3) = 0.3*(F(7) - 90,D)
 
38 1Oq4 IF (F(7) 38.01 1048, 1 1S~,
052  
39 C (DELTA)QB(C02 , EQUAlION 7.11.
 




92 I052 IF (F(7) - 'q*.) 1056, 1056, 106C
 




4s C (DELTA)QB(C02) , EQUA ION 7.13 . 




'49 	 RETURN 
:PRT S RCII
 
______________ %~IGiNAL Mect 14 
_ ___ 






2 DIMENSION C~if), XN(4O,2), SV(18,SO;1 VTRAf(18), RK(lq4),
 
3 I SC(14,S), DC(Iq}) A(6). D(lb), F(20), VOL(IJ), RMT(2),
 
'4 2 BC(q)U QF(6) TAU(S), CC(3), CHB(3), CH(i), CPHC3), 
5 3 (qI 
6 COMMON/Z/ C, XN9 5Vt VTRAN. RK, SC, DCs A, D, Ft VOL$ RMT, BC, QF, 
7 1 TAU* CC, CHE, CH, CPH, DQp VE, VI, CPB CPT* CADK, X1 DT, 
2 IRK, LOC, IIERX, INDEX, f sj M, N 
9 C CALCULATES DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 




12 C EQUATION 10.1 •
 
13 DCII) (V1 VEvC(I ) +D'(9) (C(I1).VTRAN(4) QF (I)
I 0 C(31) * 
14 1 *VTRANi7) - C(Il)*C(I)1)/C(22)
 
is C EQUATION 10.2
 
16 2= (VT*C(32) - VE-C(i ) D9).C(II)VTRA(S) + QF(1)
 
17 I .VTkAN(B) - C(lO)* (9)))/C(22)
 
I8 C EQUATION 10.3
 
19 DCt3) = (VT*C(33) - VE'C(3) + D(9)*fC(II)*VTRAN(6) + QF(II
 
20 I +VIRAN(9) - C(ID)aF(I )))/C(22)
 
21 C EQUATION 10.q 0
 
22 DCtq) (C(25) + C(II).(VTRAN(I) -C.C(2)) FIl4))/C 23)
 
23 C EQUATION 10.5
 
24 OC S) (-C 126) + C(11)o(V1RAN(k) - F(12)) - F(15)1/C(23)
 
25 C EQUATION 10.6 "
 
26 -- DC ) ICLI1IUTiRAN(3) - C(6)) - F(T6))/C(23)
 
27 C EQUATION 10.7
 
W8 W n= (RMTiI-- FfmI*(VIRAN(IO) - CC(3)))/C(2)4)
 
29 C EQUATION 10.8
 
30 DC(P) z (-RMT(2l 4 F(1)e(VRANlII) - F(13)))/C(2q)
 
31 C EQUATION 10.9 o
 
"
 32 - FR TV= NH2() - C1()I/C12 -) 
33 C EQUATION 7-1 , 
DCC iDY -T (-1 + 6.0 + ODQI) + DQ3))/C(I8) 
35 C DEPENDANCE OF CARDIAC CUTPUT ON TISSUE 
36 C UTILIZATION OF OXYbEN. 
37 C 
--- XAB=S.5 21R5T2-6.-C( 102621). 





42 C EQUATION 7.7 4
 




'15 OCt12) =FII's)''C(34 )*DCll))
 
TT -- E'QUATION 1.11 9
 
47 DC 113) F(1j5)/(C(3'i)oD(j2))
 














2 DIMENSION CI90)9 XN(4Ot2), SV(IBsO), VTRANLIe), RKII9,l4),
 
3 1 SC(14,611 DC(I 's-,>l6), O IS), F12n). VnL{in). RMTt _1...
 
4 2 BC(4, Q1F6), TAU(S)$'C(3)I, CHB(3), CH(Ql, CPH(3),
 
5 3 DQ l .1­
6 COMMON/Z/ C. XN. SV, VTRAN, RK, SC, DC, A, 0, FVOL. RMT, BC, QF,
 
7 1 _AUs CC$ CHB, CM CPHs DI, VE VI, CPB, CPTC-CADK X. DTj_
 
a 2 IRK, LOC, ITERX, INDEX, Is J, M, N
 
9 COMMON/R/ XDSXMHCXTAORK.OUMl *DUM2,OUM3.0RK2.RMTBRMIR2P.ITE=_
 
10 1 oRMLIIT.Y /­
it COMMON/PLTBUF/NBUFXBUF(IBI)81 BU'F(181,8),KA(8)sKSTOPPTMAXKPLT
 
12 DATA NAjI PC02 P02 AORK2 (H4 ) VI QB FREAVO2DF*/
 






16 C6969 FORMAT(IH BASUB RC121
 




































35 IFICXT *LT. 7IMEOF) GO TO 203
 
36 C 
37 C HERE IF NEED TO READ A NEW WORK LOAD CARD.
 
3a C BRANCH IF IN BATCH MOOE.
 






'42 C HERE IF TTY MODE........, ..
 
'43 IF IT7Y .EQ" IJ GO 10 550
 
'P4 C HERE IF 7TY MODE, AND 1ST TIME THIS ROUTINE CALLED. - =--"
 




'47 505 FORMAT('OINPUT WORK CARDS** '/
 
If8 I I NDRK= WORK LOAD-WATTS),,*/
 
=
49 2 MINS TIME FOR WORK LOAD..*1/
 




52 S MORE= INPUT MORE BEFORE EXEC...,/
 
53 6 9 RUN = EXECSITH ABOVE, hE-N CAN INPUT AGAIN,'l/
 
514 7 STOPs EXECe"ITH ABOVE THE*N SIoPoo../
 
Ss A BACK= ERASE PREVIOUS WORK RECORD...)
 
56 50 ITTyIN a 0
 
57 ITTYO a I 
59 Sol IFITTIYIN LT. SO) GO TO 506 
6n C HERE IF IUFFER FOR W.ORK LOAD CARDS IS FULL. 
61 %RITE(6,Sl1I 
62 511 FORMAI('OBUFFER FOR %ORK LOAD RECORDS FULL./ 
63 0 Y4ILL USE EXEC- RUN.') 
64 LEXEC = IRUN 
65 GO TO 551 
66 C 
67 506 ITTYIN - IT.YIN * 1 
As IF (KSKP.GTel *AND, KPLT.GloO) CALL PAGE3 
69 509 vRITEC6,S07) 
70 507 FORMAT(t ROK MINS PRINT EXEC ', 
71 $(F6.2,lXF6*2,lXF62,1XA4I .o e ) 
72 READ(S,52,ERRU509) (WRKTTl(ITTUIN,.), U=I,3).LEXEC 
73 502 FORMAT(F6?#IXF6 e2sIXF6.2IXtAl) 
74 WRITE(6,503) (WkKTIY(ITTYINJ)lJv,3) ,LEXEC 
75 503 FORMAT(3(' *,F6.2),Aq) 
76 IFCLEXEC .ME, IBACK) GO TO s8 
77 ITTYIN = IT1YIN - 1 
78 IF(ITTYIN *LT* 1) ITTYIN x I 
79 GO TO 509 
80 C 
at 518 IFiLEXEC .EQ# IRIjN 'OR* LEXEC *EG. ISTOP) GO 70 551 
82 IF(LEXEC .F(. MORE) GO TO hOl 
WRITE(6,S1O) 
84 510 FORMAT(' EXEC*PARAMETER WRONG. TRY AGAIN,) 
85 GO TO 5(9 
86 C 
87 C HERE IF IST TIME ThIS ROUTINE CALLED. 
88 C SEE IF MORE WORK CARDS IN BUFFER(iRKTTYISO,3)) 
89 550 IF(ITTYOT *LE. ITTYIN) GO'TO 551 
90 C HERE IF EXAUSTED WORK CARD BUFFER !%RKTTY(50,3)). 
91 IFCLEXEC tEQ, IRUN) GO TO 504 
92 C FORCE END OF COMPUTER NUN WHEN LEXEC= 'STOP'. 
93 Cf1B) = 0. 
99 GO TO 121n 
95 C 
96 5SI WORK2 = ARK1TYIIITYOTI) 
97 DURAT = vRK1TYITTYOT,2) 
98 C[39) = ARKITY(ITTYOT,3) 
9V ITTYOT = ITIYOT + I 
tOo KSIOPP=2 
I I ~ r__FKSKr.-LiI I' t5~T.T O~3 
102 CALL PLOT 










'r-L-fE wr I-)ur 0 
CONSTANTS FOR %ORK LOAD LEVELS(INCREASING). 
__ 
____________________ QPOOR Q __LLTfr... 
14 IF(WORK.GF.50 ) TCT%2,3/12.'LORK/200.) 
IT IF(V-ORK.LT.SD)TCTa'l6 






119 C T ERM USED IN VI THAT 15 A COMPONENT OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE RELATED
 












j26 IF(C(36I.L1TC(4C)) (OT2 
127 IF (KPLT.GT*-fl 6O 10 2 
128 WRITE (6,333) RMTI)RMT(2) 
129 333 FORMAT( InolIX,2SHCHANGE IN 
130 1 SX,6HMR02 IFID*Q,/) 
131 C 
132 C 
133 2 CONTINUE -. ­.. 

134 C U 0 AMOD(C(35), 0O5)
 






138 C ARTERIAL N2 TF-NSION.
 
139 1210 PAN2 = D(I)*C(3)
 
1'40 C TISSUE 02 TENSION.
 
1t! PTO2 = C(8)J D(3)

--i2 C TISSUE N2 TENSION,
 
143 PTN2 z C(9)ID(4)
 
MEIABOLI( TRATES SX,7HMkCO2 *F10t..
 
.. . .. ......
 
.Q999) Go TO A2.
 
1'04 C CEREBROSPINAL FLUID PH , EQUAI1ON 6.2
 
I&S PHCSF m 9. - RCFI(CH( q) 
116 C VENOUS BRAIN H4 CONCENTRATION 
147 HVB = CADK.F(4)/(LC(2) -
P48 C VENOUS RRAIN PH , EQUAIION 4e.4 
!49 PHVB = 9. - RCFI(HVB)
 
ISO C VENOUS TISSUE H+ CONCENTRATION 






, EWUAILON 5.7 
F(6)) 
152 C VENOUS TISSUE PH s EQUATION S.6
 
153 PHVT = 9, - RCFI(HVT)
 
IS& C RESPIRATORY QUOTIENT (ALVEOLAR),
 
Iss RQ a ((C(II).VTRAN(l) * QF(I)*VTRAN(7))/C(IO) - CC( ))/ 
56 1 (F(9) - (C(II)*VTRAN(5) + QF(I)*VTRAN(B))/C(1O)) 
1t7 aSF(5)QF(6) - RQ 









162 C HERE WHEN READY TO PRINT.
 
163 C SEE IF ITTY MODE.
 














171 YBUF(NBUF,3)=GOkK2 OFPORU T3 
172 YRUF(NBUFQ)sCH(j) -O 
173 YOUF(N8UF,)=V -
17 _ Y UF(NBUF,6)=C(I1) 
Y UF(NRUFT,7)FREQ 
176 YRUFINBIF,8)zAVO2DF 
177 IF (KPLT.GTC) CALL PLOT 
178 IF (KPLT.GT*0) GO lO 1230 
179 C 
Itr C HERE IF Tfl OUIPUT­
181 ARITE(62Ton) CXTRQQFIS) 
182 700 FORMA(_'OTI.MEdflO 91'INS',3X,'ALV RQ*FIO.Ms 
183 J 3X,-R DIFF4,F,' / 
184 2 7XIAI-VEOLAR ARTERIAL BRAIN lISSUEt6X, _ 
18s 3 'CSF V BRAIN V I15SUEO) 
18A ARITE(6,701) C(I),CL(I),C(M ),C(7),CC(2).CC(3) 
187 701 FORMAT( C02 ',4(F9.QI,9X2F9')) 
W8eRITE(6,70 2) C(Z)tF19),C(s),C(8TF(I2),F(I3) 
l89 702 FORMATI( 02 ,'4(PF9ql,9X,2(F9.f)) 
19f] ARITEC6,703) CC3),F(112),CC6),C(9) ,C(61 ,C(9) 
191 703 FORMATC' N2 "--(F . ),9Xt2(F9 11)) 
192 RITE (6,704) OC(I))DC(q) aDCI) C(112) 
193 704 FR MAT( DER *F-it9,X,3(F94)) 
194 WRITE(6,7051) DC2).DC(5),DCIR),C(13) 
195 705 FORMAT(' IVA7 F9.4,9X.3(F9Wq)) 
196 ARITE(6,706I OC(3)OC(6)DC(9),uC(14) 
197 706 FORMAT(* IVES vF9 ,9X,3(F9,' )... 
198 ARITF1 6707) F I) ,F (7) tCPBsCPT.CI12)vCPBcPT 
707 FORMAT( PCI 2-0 7"1F-0s24) ) . ..... ... 
200 WRITE(6,708) F(I)F(I),F(1?),PT02,C(13),F(17),P02 
2t011 18 FORMAT(' P02 " 17(F'FV.' 
202 'RITE(6,709) PAN2,PAN2,F(l8)PTN2C(l)IF()8),PTN2 
204 IRITEC6,710) (CH(IhIlOII,)HVBHVT 
2lib 0t FOMMA II' (H + ) -9TiT F'h ). . . 
206 IRITE(6,711) (CPH(t) ,I=l,3,PHCSFPHVB,PHVT 
207 
208 
Ill FORMAT(v PH '*9A,6(FVlq))
WRITE 6,712) (ChB(I)tl=1,3) 
20-W 712 FORMAT(' H802 ',9AF9S1,27A,2(F9'i.). 
210 C PRINTOUT TRANSPORT TIME5 
"7I 1 hRITE(6,713l (TAU(IhI, 5-f- V ...... 
212 
-- 12FT 
713 FORMAT(' TRANSPORT 7IMES'/
1 0 12X *AB1,7X,'Vli ,7XIVl ,TXIIAT 7X, AC#,7XTgm Vlt/ 
214 2 ' *,SX,'6(F9, )) 
215 'RITE(6,714) VE.C(O),C11),CCDC(I) 
216 734 FORMAT(' ' 12XO'VE' SX,'Q'*7X,tFB',X,'DERIVAT.IVES'/ 
217 I I l XS,5(F9*q)) 
218 ARITE(6,71S) FREQTVNTDEADVT,HHATEAVO2DFDSVOL 
219 'lb FOMMAIL' ',5X9'Nt!P FRLQ MIN VUL I2S.VLNT HEART N AVO2D-w­




61 IF IN Y, fl -- w-U -T2ZO 
224 N a 0 
22S iE{ 85 
226 1220 N x N + I 
-- c r.... 




230 WRITE (6,18151 (C I), 1 = 1,3)s (DC(I), I = 1,3)9 Ft7), F(I),
 
231 1 PAN2 
232 ARITE (6,1820') CCCII, F(9), F(Io), F[7), FI), PAN2, CH(I),
 
733 1 CPH(CU, CHB(I )
 
23L IRITE (61825) (CCI), I 3 q,6), (DC(I), I 4,6)s CPB, F(17).
 
235 11 - -Ltt&L-jizL(21t1H-2r 
______ 
___ ­
236 ARITE (6.1830) (CI!), 1 a 7,9Jt (DC(1), = 7t9)9 CPT, P702,
 
937 .N2, CH3) CPH(3)
 








242 ARITE 16%189S) CC(3), F(13)o C(9J, CPT, PT02, PTN2, HVT,
 
2143 I PHVT, CHB(3)
 
244 'RITE (6,1850) (TAUCI), I = Is}, VII VE C(IO), ((II), rC(lO),

?'s 1 oc ( II)
 




248 1290 FORMAT (SH XXXXSX7FIO.')
 
749 1292 FORMAT (8F0.9)
 
250 1805 FORMAT (I) D
 
251 1810 FORMAT (IHO6X9IHIMEFIO.q,?MX6HALV RQFIO,'I3X7HRQ D1FFFeq/
 
952 1 I6X3HCO28X2HO28X2HN27X21HD E R I V A I I V E S9X4HPCO26X
 
253 2 3HPO27X3HPN27XHHC+ ) 7)X2HPMSX4HH.0)2
 
P54 1815 FORMAT (3XBHALVEOLAR9FIO.4)
 
255 1820 FORMAT (3X8HARTERIAL3FIO.q,3OX,FIQoF8.'4)
 
256 1825 FORMAT (6XSHBRAINIIPIO.q)
 
?57 1830 FORMAT (SX6HTISSUEIIFIO4)
 
258 1835 FORMAT (RX3HCSF3OXBFIO.4)
 
'59 1840 FORMAT C4XJhV BRAIN3FIDs4,30X,SP1Q.lsF8. q
 
I60 FORMAT TISSUE3FIO'4.30XSFIOq F,4q)
1q5 C3X8HV 
?61 1850 FORMAT (SXI8HTRANSPQRT TIMES -4x2HABX2HVBBx2HVT8X2HATSX2HAC2X 
-7- 214-Wa-IX2jVIBx VrE-ATHQ9X2HFBXI-HDERIVATIVES/21X, 1OFIO.4,F8 tu 
263 1855 FORMAT(3X,9HRESP FREOF8.4,2XI3HMINUTE VOLUMEFSWU 
764 1 2X,SHD 5 VENT,FS.4,2XIOHHEARi RAIEF.t, 
265 2 2x,7HAVO2DFFB,$2XSHDSVOLF') 
- f C BATCH MODE WORK CARD READ... 
267 C 
2-6F C WILL USF aO0K CARD LITH TIME=n AS I4ITCATION
 
269 C OF END OF RUN BECAUSE 1106 HAS PRObLEM
 
2 71F C 5ITH END= ON READ,
 






- '--- - FUA .(fl. U.) Go TO 6nl6 
- ­








279 606 IF (KPLTGT.o) (2O TO 607
 




282 I ' WORK LOAD Cht..,( F6.2sOWATTS FOR',
 




bRI INAl-pAGE P4 
'DEF POOR QUALITY 
2 5 TI MEONCXT
 
286 C SYSTEM RESPONSES: TIME CONSTANTS FOR ORK LOADS AND TISSUE 02
 


























300 C TERM USED IN VI THAT 15 A COMPONENT OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE RELATED
 














308 IF (KPLT.GT.D) GO 10 2
 









2 DIMENSION C140), XN(UOr2), SV(IBsSOI, VTRAN(IB), RKI'Jq4),
 
3 1 SC(i4,5)t OC(14), A16), OtIS), F(20), VoL(IO), RMT(2),
 




6 COMMON/7/ C, ANs SV, VIRANP RK, SC, DC9 A, Di F, VOL. RMT, BC, QFt
 
7 1 TAUt CC* CHB, CH, CPH, DG VE, VI, CPRp, CPT# CADK, X,Dm .
 
s 2 IRK, LOC, ITERX, INDEX, Is 4s Ho N
 
9 C6969 FORMAI IIH BHSUB RC13)
 
10 C SOLVES N DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS By FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA AND
 




13 IF (IRK - 4) 1304, 1356, 1356
 
14 1304 DO 1352 INDEX " 194
 
IS DO 1308 1 1 9,M
 




18 GO TO (1312, 1320, 1328, 139n), INDEX
 
19 1312 DO 1316 1 = IM 
20 SC(CIRK+I) = C(I)
 




23 TI = C(35)
 
24 1320 C(35) = TI + C(36)/2,0
 
25 DO 132 I jM
 




28 Gn TO 1336
 
29 1328 C(36) = TI * C(36)
 
30 On 1332 1 = 1,M
 




33 1336 CALL RC1q
 
34 GO TO 1352
 
35 13M0 DO 13q4 I = IM
 
36 C(1) * SC(IIRK+I) + C136)1(RK(II) + 2.O*RK(I,2) + 2.0*RKCI,3) 
37 I + RKI,4))/6.0 
38 13q4 CONTINUE 





'f2 1356 DO 1360 1 = I M
 





 C I SC(I1S) + CC3615(5C3O*SCC1S) a S9,O9sc(59.3J + 37.0'Sc(1,2) 
46 1 -9,0*SCIII)I/29.O 
'47 1360 CnNTINUE 
14B C(35) = C(35) + CC1 6 
149 NC35C(35)/C(36) + *I 
50 C(35)C(36AINC3S
 
51 1364 CALL RC14
 
D0 1368 1 1 M 
53 SC(I*I) = C(I) 
54 C() u SC(UE) + Ct36)4(9O*OC(I) + 19*0OSC(I1,q)'- 5 ,0SC(I131 
S5 1 + SC11t2) /2 a-­
1368 CONTINUE 56 
57 DO 1372 i * IM 
58 IF (ABS5 (C(I) - SC1II)) - I1OE-3) 13721 1372, 1361 
59 1372 CONTINUE 
60 00 1376 1 a I m 
61 D 1376 J a 1,3 
62 SC(T,.] 3 SCCIJ4I) 








2 DIMENSION C(90)t XNHo,2), SV(18tSO), VTRANCIS), RK(lj,'4),
 
3 |ScltS, 0C1144), A(A), Dit). F(2nI 
2 AC(q), JQF(6), TAU(S), CCt3), ChBC3), 
5 3 D 
A COMMON/Z/ C, XN, SV, VIRAN, RK, SC, DC, A, D, 
7 1 TAU, CCo CHB. CH, CPH. OQ, VE, VI, CPBL 
8 2 IRK, LOC, IIERX, INDEX, Is is H, N 






















































(CPB, F(9), C(P), BC(2))
 
(CHB(2), F(3), F( , C(CU, CH(2), CPH(2)) 
(CPB, CHB(2), CC(2), UC(I), F(9)) 
(CPT, f(6), CMfl BC(3)) 
(CHB(3), F(S), F(6), C 7)t CH(3), CPH(3)) 





I SUBROUTINE RCI5 
fTifS-rNCCflrWTWT) -sv (18-, So-)3, VTR-AN(r18), RK(1'I,'I), 
3 5L(1M,5), DC( 11) A(6)9 C1S), F(2(O), VcL 'IQ),_ RMT(2), 
-7q-~ ~ 
-%-~-flT- -)Tt -TAU0f S-sj CC(13, CPE3(3)1, CHN(4)J, CP5Ht 3T1 
6 COMMON/Z/ Co XN, SV, VIRAN, RK, SCs DC, A, D, F, VOL. RMTs BC, sF
 
7 1 - TAU- CCO CHB. CHq CPH9 DQI VE _V.I_,_CP_F t CPT CADKj, .Rff 
-
8 2 IRK9 LOC, IIERX, INDEX, I j, M, N
 




II C SHIFTS VALUES IN SV ARRAY
 
12 DO 1530 1 = 118
 
13 0 1520 J - 1999
 
iM = 1 - J
 
S 4MM 4 J1















2 DIMENSION C(SO), XN(ND12), SV(BiSO)I, VTRAN(IP), RK(Iqi),
 
3 1 SC l'4,5), DC(114)9 A(6), 0iS), F(20)t VOL(IO), RMT(2)
 
04 2 BCI(14 QF 6) TAU(5) t C 3), CHB(3), CH('9)9 CPH(3),
 
5 3 Oaqf 4
 
6 COMMON/Z/ Ct XN9 SVt VTRAN, RK, SC, DC9 At Do Ft VOL, RMTs BC, QF
 
7 ! TAU, CC, CHB, CH, CPHs DQi VE, VI. CPB, CPT, CADK. Xs D I..
 
8 2 IRK, LOC, ITERX, INDEXI 1, j, M. N
 




Il C6969 FORMAI(IK RHSUB RCI6)
 
12 C SETS VALUES FOR SV ARRAY
 
13 C ARTERIAL Cr2 CONCENTRATION.
 
94 SV(I,1) - CC(I)
 
is C ARTERIAL 02 CONCENIRATION. 
16 SV(2,I) = F(9) 
17 C BRAIN VENOUS C02 CONCENTRATION, 
I SV 9, I)-a CC(2)
 
19 C ARTERIAL N2 CnNCENTRATION.
 
20 SV(3,1) = FIlO)
 
21 C BRAIN VENOUS 02 CUNCENIRATION
 
22 SVISl) = F(12) 
23 C BRAIN VENOUS N2 CONCENTRATION. 
2q frV(6,1) = Ct6) 




27 C TISSUE VENOUS 02 LONCENTRATION.
 
28 SV(8,) = F(13) 
29 C TISSUE VENOUS N2 LONCENTRATION. 
30 SV19,I) = C49) 
31 C CARDIAC OUTPUT.
 
32 SV(IO,1 ) = C(IO)
 
33 C CEREBRAL BLOOD FLIV,.
 
3q SV(Itl) = CCII) -_
 
35 C TISSUE BLOOD FLOW.
 
36 SV(12,1) = QF()
 
37 C ARTERIAL H+ CONCENTRATION. 
38 SVfI3, ) = CHIt) 
39 C ARTERIAL 02 -TENSION. 
40 SV|l! ,1 x F(1) 
41 C INITIAL IIME. 
'2 SV1tSl) = 0.0
 
43 C TOTAL GAS CONCENTRATIONS AT BRAIN EXIT.
 
4q1 SV 16 1) = 5V(4,1) + SV(5,Il * 5V(6*I)
 
'45 C TOTAL GAS CONCENTRATIONS AT TISSUE 
6 SV(17tl v SV(7,1) + SV(8pt) + 
47 C SIMULATED TIME. 














I SUBROUTINE RC17 
I4IMENi[ O J XNTW92), 5V(IbUO), VTRAN(I) , RK( Lqa9) , 
3 I S.(14,S1, DC(1li A(6), O1 1 ), F(20), VOL(I ), RrT(2), 
2 -RT-(41 WFI6), TAUCS), CC(3)I CHIiR3) CH(4t1 CPH(3), 
5 3 DQ1 4 
6 COMeflN/L/ CT Am 5V, VIRAN. RK. 5C, DC. A, D, F. VOL.tRMT. BC, OF, 
7 1 'AU. CC, CHB, CH, CPM, DQ, VE VI, CPB, CPTP CADK, Xi D7, 
a 2 IRK, LOC, IIER'X. INDEX, 1, .J, M' N 
9 COMMON/R/ XDS,XMHICXTORKIDIJMI ,DUM2.DUM3 ,ORK2RMTBRrTB2,T IMEOF 
10 1 ,RMLIN 
II C NAMELIST/BAD/CH(4),CADK,D(II) ,CL12) ,BC(4) ,C(371 ,C(38) ,VTRA(II ) 
C ITFRMVI ,C(20) ,C(16),VTRAN(IS) t021) ,VTRAN(13),C(37)1 D(9),C(il')9 
13 C 2VTRAN(16) ,Q(FIl) VTRAN(17),C(O) F(lI), 
l' C6969 FORMAIIH $HSUB RC17) 
15 C CALCULATES VENTILATION 
16 C CFS Ht CONCENTRATION t EQUATION 6,1 
17 CHcq) = CADK.O(II)4C(12)/ C( ) 
18 IF (C(37) *(T. !.QE-S) GO to 1708 
19 1704 VI = C(38) 
20 GO TO 1730 
21 1708 TERM = 0.0 
22 C DECISION ON ARTERIAL 02 TENSION AT CAROTID BODIESSITE. 
23 IF (VTRAN(Ii) - 10&io ) 1710, 1720, 1720 
24 1710 TERM = (23.6E-9)*((1O4.0 - VTRAN(14))*o4,9) 
26 C CONTROLLER EQUATION AS A FUNCTION OF HLMORAL TERMS. 
26 1720 VI = C(20).*(C(16)*VTRAN(15) + (10 - C(16)14CHUI)) 
27 1 + C(21)1VIRAN(13) + TERM 4 C(37) 
28 C INCLUSION OF NEURAL COMPONENT AS A FUNCTION OF WORK LOAD. 
29 SVNT2=SSVEN1(SS02A(AORK)) -Vt 
3] IFr(SVNT2.GT.O.).AND,(SVNT2,LE.15.)) VI=VI+SVNT2 
31 IF(SVNT2,GT*lS.) VI=VI+IS. 
32 C 
33 C OESCRIPTION OF TRANSIENT VENTILATION RESPONSE. 
3l bVNI =-SSVEN II LIN V . . . . . 
35 IF(SVNT.GT.O*S) VIMVI+O,7S*SVNT 
36 C 
37 C EXPIRED VENTILATION RATE, EQUATION 11.1 
"3-8o VE 9Vl arC IrIIVTfRAN1I6) + QFII)*VTRAN(17)"-C(IO)IFII) 
39 IF (VI *LT# 0.0 *OR* VE *LT* 0.0) GO TO jqO 
RETURN 
'I 1740 VI = 0.0 
92 = U.U 
43 RETURN 
trK1,-' KCIV 
____________PAGE 3OF POOR QUALI 
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I SUBROUTINE RC19 ICPA, CVHBA, CVC, BHCA, FC)
 
2 DIMENSION CP4O)t XN(4O,2), 5V(18#SO), VTRAN(18), RK( qtq)t
 
3 1 5CI'45), Dc(Ii), A16), D(1)S, F(20), VOLtIO), RMT(2). 
4 2 BC(q), GFt6), TAUIbS), CC(3), CHB(3), CH(4), CPH(3)t 
5 DQ(q) 
6 COMMON/Z/ C, XN, SVt VTRANI RKIC SC9 DC, A, 0, F, VOL9 RMT, BC, QF.s 
7 1 TAU, CC, CHB, CH, CPH. DQ, VE, VI, CPSi CPT$ CADK, X, DL,.. 
8 2 IRK, LOC, ITERX, INIEX,.I Jp He K 
9 C NAMELIST/DM2/CPACVHBACVCBHCAFC 
I0 C6969 FOMMAT( IH BHSUB RCL9)
 
II C ITERATES FOR VENOUS BRAIN AND VENOUS TISSUE C02 CONCENTRATION 
12 C TERM USED iWEQUATION 4,2 a 
13 1910 X * (CVC - FC)/(O.O1*CPA) 
14 C LOGARITHM SUBROUTINE,
 
IS X 0 RCFI(X)
 
16 C EQUATION q'2
 
17 x O BHCA + 0.3750(C(17) - CVHBA) - D(8)@(X - O.lq) + FC
 
18 CALL RC6 (CVC)
 
19 CUC c CVC + 2.U*(VX - CVC)/3,D 











ORIGINAL PAGE IS. 
]BA.Gp~~z@Trs.c20OF POOR QUALITY' 
I SUBROUTINE RC20 
2 DIMENSION Ct'09 XN(DPI2), SV(18,BO), VTRANI1B), RKIqPq), 
3 I SC(I,951, DC(IM)s At6)o D(I5), F(20), VOL(IO) RMT(2),
 




6 COMMON/Z/ Cv XN, SV, VTRANS RK, Sc, OC, A, D, F, VOL. RMT, BC, QF,
 
7 1 TAU. CC# CH, CH, CPH, D, VE, VI, CPB, CPT. CADKX, D7,
 




tO C6969 "FORMAIIIH BHSUB RC20)
 
It C SETS TIME DEPENDENT EXPRES5IONS
 
12 C ARTERIAL OXYGEN CONCENTRATION INCLUDING EFFECTS OF HEMOGLOBIN*
 
13 F(9) a O(6)*C(2) + CHSII)
 
14 C ARTERIAL NITROGEN CONCENTRATION.
 
iS FII ) a D(7)*C(3)
 
16 C TOTAL AR1TERIAL GAb CONCENIRATLON AT LUNG EXIT.
 
17 Ff11) = CC(I) + F(9) + F(10)
 
18 C VENOUS BRAIN OXYGEN CONCENTRAIJON INCLUDING EFFECTS OF HEMOGLOBIN.
 
19 F(121 = C(S) + CHB(2)
 
20 C VENOUS TISSUE OXYGEN CONCENTRATION INCLUDING EFFECTS OF HEMOGLOBIN,
 
21 F( 13) = C(1) + ChB(3)
 
Z2 C OXYGEN TENSION IN BRAIN.
 
23 F(17) a C(SI/D(31
 
27 C NITROGEN TENSION IN BRAIN.
 
25 F(18) = C(6)/DUi)
 
26 C PRODUCT OF DIFFUSION COEFFS.AND DIFFERENTIAL BRAIN - CSF GAS TENSIONS
 
27 F( 4) = C(27)*CPB - C(12)
 
28 F(15) = C(28)O(F(17) - C(13))
 











I SUBROUTINE RC21 ICHBA, FA, FD, CCA, CHA, CPHA)
 
2 DIMENSION C('O), XNtI9D2), SV(18.SOt VTRAN(I8), RK(1'40),
 
3 1 SC(I'IS), DC(I'). A6), DCIS)i F(20), VOL(IO), RMT(2),
 




6 COMMON/Z/ Cs XN SV, VTRAN, RKi SCP DC, A, 0, F, VOL. RMT, BC, Qp,
 
7 1 TAU, CC, CHB, Ch. CPH. DQ. VE. VI, CPR. CPTs CADK. X, DT,--.
 
8 2 IRK, LOCs ITERX, INDEX, Ip j v H N
 
9 C969 FOMATIIH SHSUB RC21)
 
to C NAMELIST/PR/CHAFAFDCCA CHACPHA
 
11 C 'COMPUTES H+ ION, PHv AND OXYHEMOGLOBIN
 
12 C ARTERIAL H+ CONCENTRATION,
 
13 CHA = CADKOFD/(CCA 
- ED)
 
1 C ARTERIAL PH.
 
is CPHA x 9.0 - RCFI(CHA)
 
16 C DEVELOPMENT OF EXPRESSION USED IN CALCULATION OF ARTERIAL
 
17 C OXYHFMOGLOBIN SATURATION.
 
18 X v RCF2(CPHA)
 
19 X -aX FA
 






23 C ARTERIAL OXYHEMOGLOBIN CONCENTRATION.
 








_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _- -- "__ 3bi 
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2 DIMFNSION C(4O), XNiqf,2), SV( 18,)St V.TRAN(IS), RK(lq'4),
 
3 1 SC(C ,S)v DC(1Il)* A(6) 9 D(15]) F(20) , VOL(10) RPT(2)v
 
-- 2 TAUS)( CCI3), CHS(3). CH(CtJ, CPH(3),ZF- RC 1J.4 QFL&) 
5 3 l) I i
 
6 COMMON/Z/ Co XN, .SV V7RANv RKI SC, DCo A, D, F, VOL, RMT, BC, tFl,
 
7 I TAUt CCs CHBI CH, CPH, DQ, VE, VI, CPH, CPT, CADK, X1 DT,
 
-9 C LOGARITHM TO BASE 10
 








OF POOR OUA~lrv 







DIMENSION C(f40) XNW40,2), 5V(ISO), VTRAN(18), RK(1'4,), 
1 SC(I *S),t DC(1) I A(6), D(1S)t F(201, VnL 10), RVTI. J 
2 BC(4t, QFI6), TAU(S), CC13),-CHB(3), CH(Ci), CPH(3), 
6 
7 
COMMnN/Z/ C, XN9 5V, 
TAb, CC' CHB. 
VIRANI RK t 
CH, CPHi D1 
SC, DC, A, D, F, VOL, RMT, 8C (;'F,
VE, VI t__CP_,8 ! _ADK_,_(LJ9 
8 
9 C 
2 IRK, LOC 
OXYHEMOGLOBIN 
-
ITERX, INDEX, 1, ds Ms 



























SC(Iqsi, DC(14). A(6), OtIS), F(20), VoL(IC), RMT(2), 
Cq~T7 Fl-) I TAUS),9 CC(3), CHB(3), Ch(q), CPH(3), 
D'H'II 
6 COMMON/ZI C, XNP SV, VTRAN. RK, SC, DCt A, 0, F VOL, RMTf BC, QF, 
7 1 TAU, CC) CHO, CH, CPH O. E, VI, CPS, CPT# CAUK,_X, CT, 
2 IRK, LOC IIERX, INDEX, I, H1 fN 
9 C VTRAN FUNCTION 
I0 C VARIABLES KIIH TIME DELAYS USED IN EQUATIONS 8.l-AR. 
11 RCF3 = SV(KKLOC) + (SVCKKLOC + I) SVIKKLOC)).DT/D(14) 
12 RETURN 
13 - END 
iPRTS SS02W
 




I FUNCTION S502A(X) 
2 C CALCULATION OF STEADY-STATE OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS FOR VAkIOUS LEVELS 
3 C OF WORK LOAD (XRWATt5). 
4 IFIXGT.250o)GOTOI 
5 " IF( X.LT,7S'*GOT02 
6 SSO2=-.o72+(X/7D.) 
7 RETURN 
8 1 SS021%23.5 
9 RETURN 
10 2 SSO2%x(X/75,)+,2IS (75.-X)/75* 
I I C 







2 C CALCULATION OF STEADYSTATE VENTILATION RATE AS A FUNClION OF TISSUE 
3 C OXYGEN METAROLIC RATE. 














I SUBROUTINE PLOT 
2 COMMON/PLTBUF/IPLTPTTLOTEPIBISIlPLOTBF(sI8,B),ALPHA(8),KSTOPP 
3 & ,TMAXKPLT 
q DIMENSION MEAn26) 
5 DATA HEAD/'GRODINS RESPIRATORY CONTROL MODEL '/ 
6 DIMENSION ISTEPX(q),TSTALPI*) 
7 DATA TSTEPX/Il|e*,6Dolqqn./ 
8 DATA TSTALP/tMINS'OMINS9'HOURI.DAYSI/ 
9 DIMENSION IIDAS(8,2?.PPARS(e,3) 
10 DIMENSION YNO(S) 
tli DATA ISA/'S '/slN/'N '/IlYi"Y */.IPLL/*PLOT'/ 
12 DATA IFIRSTKSTOPPPNOP/0O./ 




17 IS a IPLTPT - I 
18 IF(IPLTPT .LEs 11 GO TO t 
19 IF(IEXECI .EQ* IPLL *AND* KSTOMP *EQ. 0) 
20 1 GO 10 28 
21 IF(IEXECI *EQ. IPLL *AND, KSTOPP *GE. 1) 
22 1 Go TO 120 
23 1 IS a 1 
24 II %RITE(6,2) 
2S 2 FORMAT(9Xt GRAPHIC OUTPUT(YNS,)IjIMEIWTERpA.STARTX,' 
26 & ,f51OPX-,(A2,3FS.Q)..') 
27 9 REAO(53ERRu) ITSPLItSTARTXSTOPX 
28 3 FORMAT(A2,3FS.O) 
29 IF(I 'EQ# IN) RETURN 
30 IF(I *E, ISA) (20 T0 10 
31 IF fS7OPX*LIoI.) 5TOPXOTMAX 
32 IF (STARTX.LT*IO) 51ARTXuTLOTBF(i) 
33 RUNSTP=STOPX-STARTX 
314 TTSPT = TSPLIT 
35 IF(I *NE. IY) GO TO I 
36 IFCTSPLIT *LT. 3o *OR. TSPLIT ,GT. 5, GO TO 11 
37 C HERE TO BUILD PLOT PARAMETERS* 
38 NOP a 0 
39 00 20 1 = IK 
4Q 17 WRITE(6.S) ALPHA(I) 
liI 5 FORMAT(* 'lA6,13XsY SCALE (Ats8XF*O,2F6.O),/ 
'$ *IPLOT(YNsS) LOC HIGH LOU *..9) 
'43 7 READ(5,4,ERR=T) IIPXPItXP2.XP3 
S6 FORMA'(At8X,F9.02F6.r) 
45 IF(WI *EQ- IY) GO TO 18 
4$6 IFItI *EQ, ISA) GO 10 19 
q7 IF(I *NE, IN) GO TO 17 
'$8 PPARS(I,l) w 0. 
49 GO TO 20 
So 18 IF(XPI ,LE* 0.) GO TO 17 
S1 IF{IFIX(XPI) -bT. 8) GO TO 17 
52 IFCXP3 *GE. XP2) GO TO 17 
53 PPARS(lbU) - XPI 
54 PPARS(I1,2) n XPZ 
55 PPARS(I,3) = XR3 
S6 19 IFI(FIX(PPARS(U,!fi .GT. NOP) NOP: PPARS(II) 
57 IFIPPARS(II) *LTo I,) GO TO 17 
58 20 CONTINUE 
C BUILD AhOL- PAGE (HAPh., 
60 I0 CALL NEAPAG O " 
61 CA'L MOVA BS(-3O0D,75'--__ 
42 CALL DMPBUF -'Ty 
63 WRITE (6%21) HEAD 
64 21 FORMAT(2EX,6A6) 
65 CALL MOVABS(3,-1--I-O) 
66 CALL DRWAB51nf00,10) 
67 CALL DRhABS(i5 000750) 
68 CALL DRWAR5(3,75) 
69 CALL DRWAS(3,100) 
70 CALL MOVABS,30r750) 
73 CALL DRhA8S(30OiOO) 
72 CALL DNPBF 
73 11 = TISPT - I­
79 12 = 300 
75 13 = 700 / *11+ 1) 
76 no 2S I = toll 
77 12 = 12 + 13 
78 CALL MOVABS(12,0IO) 
79 CALL DRWASS1I2o7SO) 
80 25 CONTINUE 
Fil CALL DM.PBUF 
82 C DRAB DIVISIONS FOR DIFFERENT GRAPHS. 
83 13Y = 650 NOP 
A'i4Y = 13Y / 2 
85 1I = NOP - 1 
86 12 = 100 
F17 IF(TI *LT. 1) GO TO 280 
88 DO 26 I = I ll 
89 1' = 12 + 1lY 
90 CALL MOVABSI300.14) 
91 CALL AR53ObsI4) 
92 CALL MOVABS(995,Iq) 
3 CALL UNXAb5itIUU,1'1) 
9t 12 a 12 + 13Y 




CALL -DM GU-F 
98 26 CONTINUE 
99 28u l4 = 1t + iTi 
10 CALL MOVARS(300,1i) 
102 CALL MOVABSL995I') 
103 CALL UKVAbftlUUUilJ) 
Iq CALL OHPBUF 
11S ADO ALPHA 
106 1! = 750 
141 IDU 
-
108 CALL VWINDO(O.,1023*,O,q7s0.) 
I o1 CALL -S1YTUTU2.3 o7a) 
110 00 7o I IsNOP 
111 III = II 
112 122 = I 13Y * 30 
113 10 = 0 
114 DO 60 J a IK 
115 IFIFIX(PPAS(J,)) *NE* 1) GO 10 60 
116 CALL MOVABSf,1I)) 
117 CALL ANMODE 
l18 CALL DMPBUF 
119 VRITE(6,55) ALPHA(j),PPARS(J,21 
120 55 FRMAT(' ',6XA6,FS*2) 
121 yI = Ill - 11 
122 CALL MOVEAIIO.iYI) 
123 TF(TO *EQ. 0) GO TO £410 
124 DI~ = 0 
125 - 102 = 0 
126 CALL DSHARC(JOQ.,YIIDPID aID2,IDUP) 
127 Gm TO 411 
128 410 CALL DRAVA(10£4.tYl) 
129 411 CALL MOVABSIO,122) 
130 CALL ANMODE 
1-31 CALL DMPBUF 
132 ARITE(6,5S) ALPHA(J),PPARS(CJ3) 
133 YI = 122 , 13. 
13q CALL MOVEA(10.,Y1) 
135 IF(ID .EQ. 0) GO TO 1£ 13 
136 !01 = 0 
137 I2 = 0 
138 CALL DSHARC(IOQ.,YI*IDII*ID2,1CUP) 
t39 60 TO £1iS 
1'40 413 CALL DRAA f10.Y1­
14 '415 I0 10 + I 
192 111 Ill - 21 
143 122 a 122 + 21 
149 60 CONTINUE 
195 11 = II - 13Y 
146 70 CONTINUE 
1S7 X * (RUNSTP/TTSPT) + onootil 
148 1 = I 
199 C IF(x LT. 1) 1 = I 
IO C TF(X *GE. 60.) I 3 
151 C IF(X *GE. 144U.) I = 
152 X = X ( TSTEPACI) 
t53 IF (9TARTX.LT.I.) 51ARTX-TLOTBF(1) 
I584 X) = STARTX / TSTEPX(1) 
jsE XI = X2 + X 
1%6 It = TTSPT 
157 DO 75 J • 111 
158 XNO(j) = XI 
159 XI = XI + X 
160 75 CONTTNUE 
161 CALL MOVABSCOio) 
242 CALL ANMODE 
163 CALL DMPBUF 
l64 IF(TTSPT 61. '4.) GO TO 80 
165 IF(TTSPI *G1, 3.) GO TO 79 
166 WRITE16,93) X2.(XNO(j),i=lo3) 
t67 93 FORMAT(' ' s1SX9f6,1lIX,4I .11-AsF6.1,IOXF6Q!) 
168 GO TO 85 
369 79 WRITE(6,77) X29(XNOj)pu=,i ) 
170 .77 FORMAT(' ItISXF6.1,hXF6.lt 7XFA.16XsF,1l,7XF6.1) 
. ... .. . . . . . lip 
171 GO TO 85172 0 RITE 6 PSI) X2,(XNO(4),J= ,s5) RitHAt PAG 
73 81 FORMAT(* vpI1Xs6f'iXF6sI)) "OF POOR QUALI ry 
17/ 85 WRITE(6*861 TSIALPIL)
 
75 86 FORMAT(t 99 30X01 IME {!,AJ49t)l )
 
76 C INITIALIZE DASH INFO)NIATION,
 
77 Df) 90 J = 1 16
 
78 IIOAStJsl) = 0
 
I V- 90 CONTINUE
 
ISO C IF(IEXECI *E9* IPLL) RETURN
 
181 C PLOT VARIABLES*,*
 
82 28 IL = 750
 
83 IS2 = IS
 
84 12 = IPLTP7
 
la5 Do 4n I = INOP
 
86 IL = ILt - 13Y
 
187 IDAS a -1
 
88 IDUP = I
 
189 00 3r I! a 1#K
 
90 IF(IFIX(PPARS(I-Iti)) sNE* J) GO TO 30
 
91 IDAS = IDAS + 1
 
92 X m TLOTBF(l)
 
93 IF (STARTXeGTsO#I) X=STARTA
 
194 XL = RUNSTP
 
195 Y •-PPAR-SlI I p3 
t96 YL = PPARS(1192) - Y 
197 CALL VAINDO(XIXLYYL) 
198 CALL SWINDO(30097009lL,13Y) 
199 X z TLOTHF(IS) 
200 -Y a PLOTSF(15PII) 
2u0! IFT-I XECI 9NEs IFLL) GO TO 97 
202 IF(Y *LE9 PPAR5CIIP2)) GO TO 105
 
2D3 1I (P 0718F(1 ~ iP -AF 5 (TI -92 T1 GQ TO7 3 0
 
2011 IF (TLOTBF(II),GTStOPX} GO-TO 30­
205 YY = PP R-STTII- Z;
 
206 GO TO 96
 
21J7 105 IF(Y ,GEe PPAR511I1 3]) GO TO 97
 
208 IF(PLOTBF(IS2,11I #LT, PPARS(IIs3) } GO TO 30
 
209 YY = PPARS(1I ,3)
 
210 96 CALL MOVEA(APYY)
 
211 lout, = IUUP + 1 
212 97 IDUP = IDUP + I 
213 CALL MOVEA(Apyl 
2 1q'10 3S III a 152912 
215 X a TLOTBF(III) 
216 Y = PLOTBF(!II II1) 
217 IF(ffAS ,*GT, 0) GO 10 33 
218 IDUP = IDUP + 
219 CALL DRAAA(XY)
 
220 GO TO 3q
 
= 
2Z1 33 L TIDAS(Iltll
 
222 N a IIDAS{IIo2) 
,.z3 CA VL--- H-SHC-VX v T10A5-sL - TD 'P-r ­
2214 IIDAS(III t) L 
W25 Ll fb(SIilZ = 14) 
226 34 IF(IIUP aLle 13 ) GO TO 35 
227 - -cLur--",F 8U F 
228 IDUP x I 
229 35 CONTINUE 
230 30 CONTINUE 
231 40 CALL DMPBUF 







lxrcI • 0 
RETURN 
ORMINAl 
OF : eARA 
PAGE ia 
236 IF (KSTOPPoGTol) IEXECIcIPLL QUYILny 









34 328714 ORIGINAL e 




5  9q59G FA-	 -i­
9 	 .00147
 













17 0.0 CENT SENS P1 
18 0,2 hB 




21 1,138 CNT SEN5 COF
 
2,2 1415'1 CRTO BOY SCP
 
































39 	 5,39 VI(SS)
 
&16d1 	 .2 - "' PRINT ALL "lFM 
L1 000. UNKNOWN 
" .2"547 bIC'103 BLOOD 











































1-6 0.0 IMAX 
17 0.0 CENT SENS P1 
18 0.2 hiB 
19 0.1 RI 
20 0.1 R2 
21 1,138 CNT SENS COP 
22 1.154 CR 0T6"oid 
23 3,0 KL 
25 39.0 K7 
26 p,OS MRB(C02) 
27 coos MRB(02! 
28 81.9 DC02) 
29 4,361 0(02) 
30 2.524 D(N2) 
31 260,0 a 
32 .0192 EI(C021 
33 *70 FI(02 
34 o2808 - PI(1 
35 .I KCSF 
36 0. " T 
37 .0078125 h 
38 W7*7 'SV (1(N) 
39 5,39 VI(5S) 




-- 5 0 
UNKNOWN 
M0 BLOO0-D 
43 :585 BHC03 BRAIN 
44 -oS85 'TfHcC0- IT-1 9ut­
45 .585 BHC03 CSF 
'I6 1l82 RWJ(c021 
47 .215 RMT(02) 








•oS269 JERI INWP 













16 qO0. TMAX 
17 0.0 CENT SENS PI 
18 0.2 h8 
19 C.I hi 
20 0.! '2 
21 1.138 CNT SENS COP 
22 I.,S4 CRTD RDV SCF 
23 3*0 KL 
24 1.0 KB 
25 39.0 KT 
26 - 0.05 MRB(C02) 
27 0.05 MR8(02) 
28 81,99 0(C02) 







32 .00 4 FI(C021 







36 0. 1 
37 .0078125 H 
38 87.55 VI(N) 
39 5,39 VI(SS) 
.'O",25 PRINT ALL 1II 







qq ,585 BHCb3TISSUE 
45 e586 BHC03 CSF 
46 ,182 HMT(C02) 
47 .215 kMT(02) 
A-8 0.0 , Oji -





















16 'o.b IMAX 
17 00 CENT SENS P1 
18 0.2 k .. 
19 cot RI 
20 0.o k2 
21 1,j38 CNT SENS COP 
22 1*159 CRTO BOY SCP 
23 3,0 KL 
2'4 1.0- K 8 
25 39*0 KT 
26 oebs MRB(C02)" 
27 0.05 MRB(02) 
28 81.99 D(C02) 
29 40361 D(02) 
3o 2,529 1DN2) 
31 760.0 B 
S2 .0700 F !-iC062) 
33 .2096 FI(02) 
-3' .720'4 FI(N2 
35 .1 KCSF 
36 0 ,, 1 
37 .007812S h 
38 8.55 VI( N 
39 5.39 VI(SS) 






43 :585 BHC03 BRAIN 
-44- 0585BHC0 3T ISSUE­
4S .585 BHC03 CSF 
q'6 .182 RMT(C02) 
47 9215 RMT(02) 
49 0.0 D12 
;PRTP, RUNB
 
